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CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE
It was good to see so many members present, Delian enthusiasm undimmed, and
especially some newer faces. I rather enjoyed my Chairman’s Evening – though
the report which appears elsewhere may not, of course, take the same charitable
view! I was encouraged that the Midlands Branch seemed to find something of
interest in a similar programme at their opening session a few days later.
Since then Londoners have enjoyed hearing that indefatigable reviver of
neglected English music over many years, the conductor Leslie Head, and have in
prospect the opportunity to listen to Martin Lee-Browne talking about his grandfather, Frederic Austin (the first singer in England of Sea Drift). Paul Guinery has
been to the Midlands bearing some of his fascinating historic tapes, and in Taunton
Ron Prentice’s group boldly organised a public play-through of North Country
Sketches. Does any other musical society, I wonder, provide such rich and varied
fare for its members?
On my own doorstep, I am particularly looking forward to a concert in
Birmingham this coming November. I little thought, when I casually suggested to
the conductor Vladimir Ashkenazy about eighteen months ago that he ‘might like
to look at Delius’s Eventyr’, that he would become sufficiently enthused with that
piece actually to put it on at one of his concerts. But that is what has happened
and he conducts it with the Philharmonia Orchestra at Symphony Hall on
22 November. And he has just sent word to me that he wants to incorporate that
final authentic touch, the two ‘shouts’, in his performance: already Symphony Hall
is resounding to people practising ‘Hey!’
Lyndon Jenkins

5
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EDITORIAL
This year has seen the centenary of Delius’s self-financed London concert of 1899,
and the seventieth anniversary of the 1929 Delius Festival; both are celebrated in
this edition of the Journal. Furthermore, it is 80 years since the Deliuses left this
country following a sojourn in London which was recently recorded by a blue
plaque placed by English Heritage.
We are proud to publish, for only the second time, a short piece of original
writing – the existence of which was previously unknown – by Frederick Delius
himself. Jeff Driggers of Jacksonville, Florida, made this discovery through diligent
scrutiny of internet records, and has contributed an explanatory article.
We hope that members will enjoy the mixture we present, which is made up of
original articles, plus meeting, concert, recording and book reviews, together with
news items, announcements, and a listing of forthcoming events. Offers of similar
material will be gratefully received, as will ideas for future features. Journal 127, the
first of the new year, century and millennium, will be published in April 2000; the
last date for receipt of copy will be 1 March.

6
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Sir Andrew Davis, chief conductor of the
BBC Symphony Orchestra, is the Society’s
newest Vice-President. Sir Andrew frequently
performs and records Delius’s music. In
March 1999 he conducted a complete Delius
concert for the BBC, reviving the Idyll and
giving a magnificent account of North
Country Sketches.

7
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MARKING A CENTENARY:
THE DELIUS CONCERT OF 1899
Lionel Carley
Tuesday, 30 May 1899 remains a
remarkable date in the annals of British
music. An unknown English composer
had decided earlier in the year to mount
a full-scale concert of his own works in
London. As he then lived in France, he
had turned to a London agency with
which he already had some personal
contact to take charge of most of the
arrangements. In the course of three
months a hand-picked orchestra of
professional players drawn from the
leading orchestras in the capital was
engaged, together with a small
professional chorus, eight soloists, a
conductor and a leader. At the same time
a large amateur chorus was assembled,
trawled by advertisement from among
various choral societies. The composer
was Delius; his conductor – from the
Breslau Opera – Alfred Hertz; and his
leader – from Colonne’s orchestra in
Paris – Halfdan Jebe, a Norwegian friend
from the composer’s student years in
Leipzig.
The cover of the 1899 Programme Book
The whole had only been made
possible by the death of an uncle and a consequent legacy of some 24,000 francs,
which Delius had been able to bank in Paris just some two months before the
concert. Initially he had been told by his agent that, including the hire of the hall
and one rehearsal,‘with an orchestra of 70 and a chorus the concert will cost about
£200.’ But in reality costs were to spiral relentlessly. Hertz was to request three
orchestral rehearsals, and other venues had to be hired for the several rehearsals
required for soloists and chorus. There was extensive pre-publicity (and not just in
London), and many other attendant expenses would include printing, postage,
copying of parts and, not least, the recruitment of further players to complete what
the 36-page programme-book was eventually to describe as an orchestra of 95
performers.
Hertz wanted plenty of time for preparation. He had heard only one of Delius’s
works before – in November 1897 in Elberfeld, where at the time he had been
opera conductor – and this was the piece eventually chosen to open the
programme. On 20 April he and Delius linked up in London and settled down to
8
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work. ‘Hertz is a brick & working hard’ and ‘Hertz is all fire & flame & interest’,
Delius told his wife-to-be Jelka Rosen, still at home in France, in two letters during
the first week in May. Choral rehearsals were by then well under way and in a
further letter a few days later he reported: ‘The Chorus has now swelled to about
150 but we are still trying to get more men.’ The first orchestral rehearsal was held
on 25th May, the second on the 27th, and the final, full rehearsal took place on the
29th. Little wonder that Delius would shortly write to a friend of expenses that
were ‘simply awful’. The final bill (over £20,000 in today’s money), presented to
him a month after the concert, brought to well over double what had initially been
projected for the more modest-scale event that his agent had originally been led
by the composer to expect. Delius laid much of the blame for the overrun at the
Concorde agency’s door, but it has to be said that a reading of the copious
correspondence between composer and agent, together with an examination of
the accounts, would seem to show not only that the agency was genuinely
motivated by a real belief in the composer and in his future, but that its approach
to the whole enterprise had been both diligent and professional.
The Queen’s Hall already being fully booked, Delius’s concert took place in
London’s second major concert venue, the St James’s Hall in Piccadilly. A lengthy
programme should have been even longer had one original line of thinking been
followed through, as an early running order sketched out for the evening showed
Part 1 as including excerpts from the opera The Magic Fountain – that is, the Finale
to Act 1 and Preludes to Acts 2 and 3. Instead Over the Hills and Far Away was
substituted – no doubt wisely, since Part 2 was anyway to consist of substantial
excerpts from a more recent opera, Koanga. With a starting time of 8.30pm, the St
James’s Hall audience were to be in their seats until almost midnight, and most of
those present would not have heard a note of Delius’s music before.
All the carefully engineered publicity
was certainly effective, as subsequent
press coverage was to demonstrate, but a
really adequate description of Delius and
his background seems not to have been
supplied. ‘The musical dictionaries are
silent concerning Mr. Fritz Delius’, noted
The Standard, suddenly aware of the
fragility of its information on the
composer and floundering, like all the
other papers, in a sea of half-truths.
They had all been appraised of his
Yorkshire birth, but clearly not of his
German blood. Some papers left it at
‘foreign parentage’ or ‘foreign extraction’,
but many more referred to a
Scandinavian background – presumably
because the Concorde Concert Control
had got it wrong in the first place. There
Fritz Delius, London 1899
was much less confusion in respect of the
music that was on offer, as Delius had seen to it that sufficient information was
available to circulate beforehand and, too, that Joseph Bennett was similarly well
9
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supplied with material to help him write his
programme notes. There was general astonishment at
its prodigious range and at its daring and innovative
character. The critics, out in force, had never heard a
concert quite like it from a single composer – and least
of all from an Englishman.
What then, were the works on display that
evening? As an opener there was Over the Hills and Far
Away, dating from the mid-1890s. Described in the
programme as a ‘Fantasia’, it evoked something of the
character and atmosphere of the Norwegian mountain
country with which Delius was already so familiar.
Following the Légende for violin and orchestra, from the
earlier 1890s, with John Dunn as soloist, came the last
Alfred Herz at the time of two movements of the rousing incidental music to
the Delius Concert
Gunnar Heiberg’s play, Folkeraadet, composed in 1897
and based in part on the tune of Norway’s national
anthem. Next on the programme the French soprano Christianne Andray sang
five of the newly-linked cycle of Seven Danish Songs with orchestra, one of them to
a text by Holger Drachmann and the rest all by J P Jacobsen. Delius had originally
set these songs individually, in the Danish, between 1891 and 1897. It seems quite
likely that he decided to begin orchestrating them, in his own English versions,
with the London concert in mind. Then came The Dance Goes On, a first version of
the symphonic poem composed in 1898-99 that would later (and after
considerable revision) become better known as Lebenstanz. The piece took its
inspiration from a play, Dansen gaar, published in Copenhagen in 1898 by Helge
Rode, a Danish friend of the composer. To end the first part of the evening’s
concert there was the Mitternachtslied for baritone solo (Douglas Powell), men’s
chorus and orchestra, a work set in 1898 to words by Nietzsche and that was later
to be incorporated into A Mass of Life.
Part 2 of the concert was made up entirely of substantial excerpts from Delius’s
most recent opera Koanga, composed between 1895 and 1897. Following the
Prelude to Act 3 came the Quintet and Finale from Act 1 and the whole of Act 2.
The soloists were Ella Russell, Tilly Koenen, G A Vanderbeek, William Llewellyn
and Andrew Black, with full chorus and orchestra. Preceding Porgy and Bess by
forty years, here was the first black American opera – its hero and heroine slaves
on a Louisiana plantation – being presented, in part at least, on an English concert
platform. Nothing remotely like it had been heard in London before.
What was also unexpected was the wide range of sources from which the
composer had drawn for his music for this concert. Just as he had read the
American novel by George Washington Cable from which he had taken the story
of Koanga, so he had read in their original languages the poetry of Drachmann,
Jacobsen and Nietzsche and the plays of Heiberg and Rode. Even more exotically
for his listeners that evening, he had visited and absorbed much of the culture of
those countries from which he had taken his literature, living and working for two
years in the American South and travelling extensively in Germany and
Scandinavia. As a final twist, virtually every note of his concert had been written
10
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in the country in which he had, since the late 1880s, chosen to live – France. Little
wonder he could state quite baldly and without prejudice: ‘I don’t claim to be a
British composer.’
But in this very cosmopolitanism, this rootlessness even, lay the seeds of a
setback. Far more at home in Paris than in London, and then even more at home
in the French countryside, he evidently misjudged the need to stay on in London
after his concert and to continue to recruit society patrons, heavyweight critics and
supporters in a city that had had just one evening in which to become acquainted
with his music. Within a day or two of a notable success he left London for his
village home of Grez-sur-Loing. ‘I was extremely sorry that you had to go’, wrote
Concorde on 4th June,‘- it was a business mistake as you would have been the lion
of the season . . . and would also have made many useful musical & moneyed
friends who would probably have subscribed to something in the future.’
Meanwhile ever more reviews were reaching Delius in France, still further
indications of the extraordinary wave of interest initially stirred up by the concert.
The plaudits clearly lulled him into a false sense of security, but his confidence was
steadily to evaporate and to be replaced by feelings of irritability and resentment
that no-one seemed ready to come forward to take up the cudgels on his behalf.
It must be conceded that this apparent nonchalance was perhaps tempered by
noises on the German front that pointed to a quickening of interest in his music
in the land of his forefathers. It had been a combination of exhaustion and elation
that had led him to walk away after twice being called to the platform at St James’s
Hall and then so soon to board a cross-Channel ferry for the tranquillity of a
French village. In London, as was to become painfully clear, Delius had neglected
to strike while the iron was hot.
The need to stay and to see things through had been amply demonstrated by
the earliest of the reviews. Who today would simply walk away from critical
opinion such as The Star’s ‘I went ... prepared for anything rather than the
revelation of real genius which actually awaited one’, or The Echo’s ‘a composer
wholly unknown to this country burst upon us with something like the
astonishing effect of an unexpected thunderstorm’? The Pall Mall Gazette told of
‘such fine single effects that one felt them to be the signs, if not the proofs, of
something like real greatness’, The Morning Post wrote of ‘a composer of strong
originality’ and The Morning Leader of ‘a composer who must have a great future
before him’, while The Manchester Courier felt Delius to be ‘a composer of powerful
individuality and independence, with a great deal to say and a striking way of
saying it’. Even The Lady’s reviewer was to be stirred to write: ‘I have used the word
genius – a rash action – but I think no-one present at the Delius concert last week
could have had it far from his lips. The bold harmonies and complex details [were]
but part of an original composer’s great design.’
Inevitably, as with all new music in every age, there were those who found it all
too much, among them The Sunday Sun: ‘M. Delius’s music is bizarre and
cacophonous to a degree almost unapproached . . . The ugliness of some of his
music is really masterly.’ The Morning Leader’s reviewer quoted a remark that he
had overheard concerning the Mitternachtslied: “the composer ought to be
whipped and sent to bed for having compressed so much ugly incoherence into so
small a space.” Epithets like ‘eccentric’, ‘provocative’, ‘forced’, ‘discordant’, ‘crude’,
11
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‘lugubrious’, ‘disjointed and fragmentary’ and ‘nebulous and chaotic’ flew around
the reviews. The Times lived every inch up to its then traditionally conservative
standards. It grudgingly admitted to ‘the originality of many of the themes’ but
elsewhere saw just ‘ugliness’, characterising Delius’s work variously as ‘bizarre’,
‘peculiar’ and ‘ungrateful’ and roundly condemning ‘the exceedingly unmelodious
character of much of the music’which, allied to its ‘prevailing gloom’, marked it out
for ‘the admiration of the few who profess a preference for ugly music’. The Sunday
Times, not to be outdone, complained of compositions that were ‘so advanced in
type’ and deplored the composer’s ‘abnormal liking for excruciating dissonances
and bizarre effects in general’. Nonetheless there was scarcely a review that did
not contain an escape route for its writer to the effect that the critic, whilst critical,
felt that judgement ought perhaps to be deferred on music that was so advanced
and modern. It was all too much to take in at a single hearing.
What must inevitably, however, surprise most of us who are familiar with what
might seem to be received opinion
generally today are the continual
references across the board to the
vitality of the music. ‘Every bar of Mr.
Delius’ music’, wrote The Saturday
Review, ‘shows high musicianship, an
astonishing mastery of notes, and a
degree of vital energy quite as
astonishing’. What Delius’s music
possessed was, according to The Daily
Mail, ‘spirit and manliness’, to The
Musical News ‘imagination, strength
and individuality’, and to The
Standard, ‘beauty, force, and intense
R. Norman-Concorde, the impresario
life . . . so much originality’. The Daily
Telegraph wrote of a composer who
‘delights in climax, in startling contrasts of force, in fantastic play of colour’; and
The Critic judged Delius to be ‘a composer of virile individuality’. Comparable
adjectives were applied to individual works. Of the Folkeraadet music, The Star
decreed the two extracts to be ‘daringly original, full of boundless vitality and great
dramatic power’, while The Morning Post wrote of The Dance Goes On: ‘It is a long
time since we have heard so striking a work. The music palpitates with excitement,
and sends the blood tingling through one’s veins.’ There were many more such
comments on the sheer power of musical expression that the composer had at his
command.
All this must surely cast into critical light some of the tempi adopted in these
and other works by conductors of more recent generations. It is given to relatively
few to mould and phrase Delius with quite the assured and loving hand of
Beecham, as it is to equally few to address the music with a zest that could equal
that of Hertz. What had Hertz written to Delius two months before the concert?
He wanted plenty of time to go through the music with the composer ‘as it is your
conception that I wish to express’. That this was carried through there can be no
doubt. The Musical News wrote that Hertz ‘threw his whole soul into the direction
12
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of the performance’ and The Topical Times was no less assured: Hertz had
‘discharged his duties as conductor with so much ability and energy that ... justice
was done to the composer’. The torch lit that evening by Hertz was not to die, but
flickered fitfully until taken up by Beecham.
One or two of the critics saw the links with Wagner and Grieg, but we would
be wrong to assume that the great majority of that audience in St James’s Hall saw
him in anything like the light of tradition. Straussian parallels were adduced by
more than one of the reviewers, The Star’s assessment being that, ‘Mr Delius has
more care for beauty, more melodic invention, and more directness of utterance.
He is less morbid, less introspective’. Prominent however, were descriptions of
Delius’s individuality and originality, together with a recognition that here was
music that was unique in character. Here was ‘a musician of his own day, and not
of the past’, wrote The Daily Telegraph, ‘. . . He stands forth as an embodiment of
the modern spirit’. For The Morning Post Delius’s music was ‘essentially of today,
or rather of tomorrow’. The Topical Times, finally, drew all the threads together: ‘The
general characteristic of his work may be briefly summed up by saying that his
music is marked by deep thought, striking originality, and an extreme note of
modernity. He is absolutely and audaciously of today’.
We can now only consider what might have been, had Delius stayed on in
London to enjoy the aftermath of his undoubted success. But there was something
of the ingenuous in his apparent faith in the abilities of others to carry his cause
forward, perhaps an almost wilful belief in the dynamic that lay in his music as
being sufficient in itself to prompt a popular demand for its immediate recall to the
London concert stage. It would be a long time before he returned and even longer
before an enthused Beecham would appear on the scene in 1907 and at last prove
to be his doughty champion. However, that May evening of 1899 indisputably saw
the advent of a new composer for a new century.
Abridged and adapted by Jane Armour-Chélu from Lionel Carley’s Introduction to
his Frederick Delius: Music, Art and Literature (Ashgate Publishing Ltd, 1998)
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The new plaque, unveiled at 44 Belsize Park Gardens, London NW3, last June.
(English Heritage)
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70 YEARS AGO: The Delius Festival of 1929
Compiled by Lyndon Jenkins

In the following pages the linking text is selected from the writings of
Sir Thomas Beecham and (in italics) Eric Fenby.

15
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On January 1st 1929 he [Delius] was created a Companion of Honour. The
immediate result was a ripple of curiosity in circles wider than those of the musical
profession itself ..... There grew rapidly a desire to know more about the mysterious
Englishman who lived his life far from home and who, according to experts, had
written a mass of strange and beautiful music ..... It seemed not only timely but
fitting that some weighty demonstration should be forthcoming to enable the man
in the street to become better acquainted with the music of one of the few truly
original geniuses the country had produced during the past hundred years; and as
some individual has always to start anything of the sort, I took it upon myself to
organize a festival of his music, to be heard in London at six concerts .....

Sir Thomas Beecham
Photograph of Delius (taken 1911) in the festival
programme-book. The first concert included Brigg Fair,
Sea Drift, In a Summer Garden, Dance Rhapsody No.2 and
excerpts from A Village Romeo and Juliet.
16
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I enlisted the aid of Philip Heseltine in the task of organization, the writing of biographical matter and programme notes ..... one question alone remained for decision. Would it be possible for Frederick to be present? ..... he returned an emphatic
affirmative. The Deliuses set out on October 6th and ... reached the Langham Hotel,
London, where they remained throughout the three weeks’ duration of the festival.

Philip Heseltine (Peter Warlock)

Jelka Delius reading to her husband in the
Langham Hotel

I saw very little of Delius during the festival. For the
most part I was too busy helping Heseltine and [Henry]
Gibson, Sir Thomas’s musical secretary at that time, in
all the extra work that the festival entailed. Sir Thomas
would come out from rehearsal and announce his
intention of editing some score. Often he would mark it
in the train on his way to conduct in the provinces, and
send it back with the guard on the next train so that we
could get to work without delay. It was only possible for
one person - two if you were extra polite - to delete the
old markings from the parts and copy the new ones in
... once when Sir Thomas caught me in the act of yawning in the green-room he cocked his eye at me and said,
‘Master Fenby, have you joined the night-shift?’ Indeed
I had. Still, there were occasional morning drives with
Delius in Richmond Park, when, as at Grez, I described
everything of interest as we drove along. Best of all
there was the pleasure of seeing him so enthralled in
the sound of his music in the concert-hall. ‘You were
right, Eric,’ he turned to me and said, after the first
work at the opening concert. ‘How wonderful the
orchestra sounds to me after all these years! I am so
glad I came.’
17
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SOME OF THE FESTIVAL SOLOISTS
background: Queen’s Hall

Heddle Nash tenor soloist in the
first performance of A Late Lark

Dora Labette soprano sang
some of the songs in the only
non-orchestral concert

Albert Sammons played the
Violin Concerto dedicated to him
by Delius

18
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Dennis Noble baritone

The opening lines of Sea Drift from the programme-book: unusually, the whole of
Whitman’s poem was printed, with the passages not used by Delius so indicated.
19
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The commercial aspect of the festival. (From the programme-book)

Eric Fenby lodged at 24 Nottingham
Place, W1 throughout the festival

Delius painted in Queen’s Hall during
the festival by Ernest Procter
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The success of the festival was unquestioned... according to those who were with
him constantly, Delius was both moved and impressed by the warmth of his welcome in London... after each of the Queen’s Hall concerts, notably the final one, a
large crowd assembled in the adjacent streets to cheer the hero of the hour as he
emerged borne on his litter back to the Langham Hotel .....

On left Hesleltine, Jelka Delius

I left Delius, after the festival, full of praise for Sir Thomas Beecham’s masterly interpretations of his
music ... In some of his purely orchestral works it had seemed that Delius had been listening to them for
the very first time, so perfectly had their inner meaning been grasped and realised in performance. That
was the way he wanted his music to be played - Beecham’s way - and he hoped that the festival would
do one thing above all else, and that, to establish a tradition by which his music should live. If there was
to be a future for his music - and, despite his habitual egotism, there were moments when he was curiously humble about his work - it could only live in the tradition which Beecham had been at such pains
to create.

At the end of A Mass of Life at the last concert, to everyone’s surprise, Delius
addressed these words to the audience: ‘Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for the very
fine reception you have given me. It was wholly unexpected. I also wish to thank Sir
Thomas Beecham for the inspired manner in which he has played my music. This festival
has been the time of my life. Again, I thank you.’
21
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Evelyn Gerhardi views a colour reproduction of her Aunt Ida’s 1903 portrait
of Delius on the Delius Society/Trust website at the home of
Derek Cox in August 1999.
(Lionel Carley)

22
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ZU JOHNSONS BUCH
A Forgotten Literary Piece by Frederick Delius
Jeff Diggers
The discovery of an unknown work by an artist, writer, or composer always
generates critical interest and excitement and results immediately in the minute
examination of the discovered piece to determine its relationship to the artist’s
total oeuvre and its potential for revealing new aspects of the artist’s creative
impulse. We know from Robert Threlfall’s indefatigably researched catalogues
(1,2) of Frederick Delius’s music that some musical material is missing, but there
has been no comparable, published study of Delius’s prose writings. Dr Lionel
Carley’s Delius, A Life in Letters (3), a work of internationally acclaimed scholarship,
comes closest to such an effort, and Carley makes it clear that many letters to and
from Delius have been lost.
The unknown work to be described here is neither a musical composition nor
a letter by the composer. It is a simple two-page foreword in the German language
to a book by James Weldon Johnson that establishes a connection between two
great creative men who were both residents of Jacksonville, Florida, at the same
time. Delius’s sojourn in Florida is well known: the reason for his appearance here
in 1884, his failure at citrus growing, his discovery of African American music, his
moment of illumination, his instruction by Thomas Ward – all are familiar to Delius
enthusiasts. James Weldon Johnson was not a visitor; he was a native son and an
African American.
Born in 1871, Johnson is universally acknowledged to be the most important
and internationally recognised person to have claimed Jacksonville as his
birthplace. His parents, who moved to Jacksonville from the North, had the
benefit of a good education and taught their children to love literature, music and
art. Johnson’s mother was a schoolteacher and his father was head waiter at one
of Jacksonville’s luxurious resort hotels. At the time of Delius’s arrival, Jacksonville
was a thriving winter destination that tripled its population during the cold
months. Music was heard everywhere: the hotels boasted orchestras, bands
(almost all African American) played in the streets, for funerals and festive
occasions; vocal groups, black and white, performed regularly; and visiting
musicians filled the theatres with applauding audiences. The city was unusually
tolerant and liberal, so James and his brother Rosamond grew up in cultural and
economically secure surroundings. Johnson did leave Jacksonville for Atlanta to
secure his secondary and college education, and, on returning home in 1894,
became principal of Stanton School. He read law with a white attorney and
became the first black to be admitted to the Florida Bar since Reconstruction. In
1899 he wrote a hymn on the occasion of Abraham Lincoln’s birthday; his brother
Rosamond set it to music, and ‘Lift Every Voice and Sing’ was soon known as the
Negro National Anthem.
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In 1901 James and Rosamond left Jacksonville, which was becoming
increasingly illiberal, and went to New York City, where, teaming with Bob Cole,
they formed a very successful musical trio, writing well over two hundred songs,
shows and vaudeville acts, many of which toured America and Europe.
Unbelievably, Johnson found the time to study literature for three years in the
Graduate School of Columbia University. By 1904, with the musical activities
winding down, Johnson allied himself with Theodore Roosevelt’s party, and in
1906 was appointed Consul in Puerto Cabello, Venezuela, a job not requiring a
great deal of work and therefore freeing him to begin his writing career. Another
consular post soon followed, but by 1913 he was back in New York where he
accepted a post with the National Association for the Advancement of Coloured
People (NAACP) and began writing editorials for the New York Age, a prestigious
African American newspaper.
Although Johnson consistently remained active in the Civil Rights movement,
more and more time was devoted to writing: several sets of poems, fiction, nonfiction, an autobiography, and numerous articles for newspapers and highly
respected journals. As an editor he published collections of American Negro
poetry, and Negro spirituals. He was at the forefront of that American cultural
phenomenon – the Harlem Renaissance. In 1930 he accepted a teaching position
at Fisk University in Nashville, Tennessee, while his importance continued to grow.
His life ended tragically in 1938 when he was killed at an unguarded rail crossing
in Maine.
In 1912 Johnson had published anonymously The Autobiography of an ExColoured Man, a work of fiction that relates the story of a light-skinned Negro, who
as a youth aspired to become a great black American musical composer, but upon
witnessing a Negro’s lynching in the South, is so horrified and stricken with shame
and fear that he loses track of his lofty ambition, follows an easier path, and
eventually passes for white and works in the field of business. In 1927, with
Johnson at the height of his career, the book was republished under his name and
soon came to be regarded as a landmark in black American literary history. The
foreword was a lengthy affair by Carl Van Vechten, which bore little if any similarity
to the foreword (Begleitwort) which later appeared in the German edition, and
which is the subject of this essay.
German translation Der weisse Neger, ein Leben zwischen den Rassen, (The White
Negro, A Life Between the Races) was published in Frankfurt in 1928 by Frankfurter
Societäts-Druckerei, ‘mit ein Begleitwort von Frederick Delius’. The existence of
this writing, currently unknown to Delius scholars, was stumbled upon by the
incredulous author of this article while exploring the Internet in search of Delius
materials to add to the Delius Collection of the Jacksonville Public Library. The
cover of the book is typical of the inventiveness so often found in publications of
the art deco period. A four-page publisher’s foreword in which Delius is
recognised as one of the great living European musicians, precedes Delius’s twopage contribution, which is dated April 20, 1928, at Grez sur Loing, five months
prior to Eric Fenby’s arrival there.
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How did such a piece come into existence? Dr Lionel Carley speculates that
the publisher may have been made aware of Frederick Delius’s connection to
Florida, specifically Jacksonville, and his indebtedness to African American music,
by Heinrich Simon, editor and proprietor of the Frankfurter Zeitung. A truly gifted
man in many areas, Simon was introduced to the Deliuses, probably by their
mutual friend Ida Gerhardi, and often visited them at Grez (4).
Here for the first time is the republication of Frederick Delius’s foreword in the
original German. It is followed by a translation into English by Dr Lionel Carley
and Ms Evelin Gerhardi.
ZU JOHNSONS BUCH
Als ich als ganz junger Mann eine nordenglische Fabrikstadt verließ und
anderthalb Jahre auf einer Orangenpflanzung in Florida verbrachte, lebte ich dort
in größter Einsamkeit, fast nur von Negern umgeben.
Wenn ich des Abends im Dunkeln auf meiner Veranda saßt, tönte der Gesang
der Neger aus der Ferne zu mir herüber. Er schien wunderbar in diese herrliche
Natur zu passen. Vor mir lag die unendliche Weite des St. John-Flusses und
ringsum der Urwald mit seinen unbeschreiblich seltsamen Geräuschen von
schwirrenden Insekten, von Fröschen und Nachtvögeln.
Obwohl mit klassischer Musik aufgewachsen, ging mir nun eine ganz neue Welt
auf. Ich empfand diese Negermusik als etwas vollkommen Neues. Sie war natürlich
und zugleich tief empfunden. Ich fühlte, daß die Neger weit musikalischer waren als
alle Menschen, denen ich bisher begegnet war. Ihre Musik kam ungekünstelt und
unerlernt von innen her als Ausdruck der Seele eines Volkes, das viel gelitten hat. Sie
war fast immer traurig, fast immer religiös, und dabei immer von persönlichem
Erleben und menschlicher Wärme durchströmt.
Die Natur Floridas und seine Negermusik haben mir den stärksten Impuls zu
meinem musikalischen Schaffen gegeben. Der sogenannte „Cake-Walk”, der vor
einigen Jahren auf allen Varieté-Bühnen Europas aufgeführt wurde, war nichts als
eine elende Karikatur des wirklichen und würdevollen Cake-Walk, den man
damals im Süden der Vereinigten Staaten noch tanzte.
Auch der von amerikanischen Komponisten verfaßte und in allen
europäischen Tanz- und Nacht-Klubs so beliebte Jazz ist meiner Meinung nach
nur eine Travestie. Er ist von zu viel Yankee-Vulgarität überwuchert. Der Neger
der südlichen Staaten war zu meiner Zeit niemals vulgär. Primitiv und kindlich
war er wohl, aber niemals vulgär.
Der Jazz, den man nach Europa gebracht hat, steht zur echten Negermusik in
dem gleichen Verhältnis wie etwa der Jargon eines polnischen Juden, der nur
einige Jahre in Amerika verbracht hat und sich als hundertprozentigen
Amerikaner ausgibt, zu reinem Englisch.
Ich habe das Buch von James Weldon Johnson mit größtem Interesse gelesen
als eine durchaus wahre und ergreifende Schilderung der dortigen Verhältnisse.
Ich glaube, wenn Amerika der Welt einmal einen großen Komponisten schenken
sollte, so wird er farbiges Blut in seinen Adern haben.
Grez sur Loing, 20. April 1928
FrederickDelius
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ABOUT JOHNSON’S BOOK
It was as quite a young man that I left a manufacturing town in the north of
England to spend a year and a half on an orange plantation in Florida, where I
lived in the greatest solitude, surrounded almost only by Negroes.
I would sit out on my verandah in the darkness of evening, and would hear
from afar the singing of the Negroes. It seemed to harmonize wonderfully with
the glorious natural surroundings. Before me stretched the immense breadth of
the St Johns River and around me the primæval forest with its indescribably
strange stirrings of buzzing insects, of frogs and nocturnal birds.
Although I had grown up with classical music, a whole new world now opened
up to me. I felt this Negro music to be something utterly new. It was natural and
at the same time deeply felt. For me the Negroes were far more musical than any
other people I had until then encountered. Their music emerged as unaffected and
instinctive, the expression of the soul of a people that had undergone much
suffering. It was almost always sorrowful, almost always religious, and yet always
imbued with personal experience and human warmth.
Florida’s natural scenery and its Negro music gave the strongest impulse to my
musical creativity. The so-called ‘Cake Walk’ which a few years ago was being
performed on all the variety stages of Europe was nothing more than a wretched
caricature of the true and dignified Cake-Walk that was still being danced at the
time in the south of the United States.
Moreover, the jazz being written by American composers and so popular in all
the European dance-halls and nightclubs is in my opinion simply a travesty. It is
overlaid with too much Yankee vulgarity. The Negro of the southern states was
never vulgar in my time. Primitive and childlike, yes, but never vulgar.
The jazz that has been brought over to Europe stands in the same relationship
to real Negro music as, for example, the jargon of a Polish Jew who has spent but
a few years in America and passes himself off as being a hundred per cent
American stands to pure English.
I have read James Weldon Johnson’s book with the greatest of interest and find
it to be an absolutely true and moving description of the conditions there. I believe
that if America is one day to give to the world a great composer, he will have
coloured blood in his veins.
Grez sur Loing, 20 April 1928
FrederickDelius
What an astounding affirmation of the impact and indelible influence that
Florida and African American music had upon Delius – and in the composer’s own
words. Fenby, in his unique memoir (5), recalls that Delius often spoke of Florida
and of hearing the music of the Negroes. In response to a question about the
influence the South and its music had upon Delius, Fenby responded:
“Tremendous. I think a tremendous impact, more perhaps than has ever been
realised”(6). And in a talk in 1981 he said “After all, it was the voices of coloured
people in harmony floating at nightfall from the neighbouring plantations, which,
he recalled, induced his first feeble attempts to compose”(7).
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Delius’s low opinion of jazz is not at all
the prevailing view expressed virtually
unanimously by music scholars in writing
about what some call America’s greatest
contribution to art. How ironic it is, though,
that so much of jazz has depended upon the
chord discoveries of Delius, Debussy and
Ravel.
Delius’s
somewhat
disrespectful
comment about Polish Jews is regrettable,
but probably expresses a sentiment not
uncommon at the time he wrote it.
This long-forgotten and somewhat bizarre
connection between two artists who shared
Jacksonville as a place of residency compels
an examination of James Weldon Johnson’s
writings on Negro music and aspects of life
in Jacksonville that Delius must have
known. Johnson, in the preface to his
collection of Negro spirituals writes:

The cover of the book
(Jeff Driggers)

‘The popular credit given to Negroes as singers is given maybe unconsciously,
because of their ability to harmonize, and not because of the quality of their voices.
When the folks at the ‘big house’ sat on the verandah and heard the singing
floating up through the summer night from the ‘quarters’ they were enchanted;
and it is likely they did not realize that the enchantment was wrought chiefly
through the effect produced by harmonizing and not by the voices as voices’ (8).
Where have we heard that before? The uncanny similarity to Delius’s own
statement is absolutely galvanising. Johnson, in a further remembrance from his
youth says:
‘When I was very small boy one of my greatest pleasures was going to concerts
and hearing the crack quartets made up of waiters in the Jacksonville hotels sing.
Each of the big Florida resort hotels boasted at least two quartets, a first and a
second. When I was fifteen and my brother was thirteen we were singing in a
quartet which competed with other quartets. In the days when such a thing as
white barber was unknown in the South, every barber shop had its quartet, and
the men spent their leisure time playing on the guitar – not banjo, mind you – and
‘harmonizing’. I have witnessed some of these explorations in the field of
harmony and the scenes of hilarity and back-slapping when a new and peculiarly
rich chord was discovered. There would be demands for repetition, and cries of
“Hold it! Hold it!”until firmly mastered. And well it was, for some of these chords
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were so new and strange for voices that … they would never have been found
again except for the celerity with which they were recaptured’ (9).
It was not only Delius who was exploring new chords and harmonies in
Jacksonville and at Solano Grove. Undoubtedly Delius must have heard such
vocalisations with open and impressed ears. A further testimony to music that
Delius must certainly have witnessed in Jacksonville comes from Johnson’s
autobiography Along This Way:
‘When I was quite small, the crack brass band of Jacksonville was the Union
Cornet Band, a Negro band; in fact every good brass band in Florida at that time
was a Negro band. I remember going to the state fair at Jacksonville and seeing a
review of the state militia, all white. Every contingent in the review marched
behind a black band, for the reason that there were no good white ones’ (10).
As noted earlier, Johnson’s father was the head waiter at one of Jacksonville’s most
famous hotels. Johnson remembers pridefully the experience of seeing his father
at work:
‘… just to the right, at the entrance to the big dining-room stands my father,
peerless and imposing in full-dress clothes, he opens the door and takes me in;
countless waiters, it seems are standing around in groups; my father strikes a gong
and the waiters spring to their stations and stand like soldiers at attention; I am
struck with wonder at the endless rows of tables now revealed, the glitter of silver,
china, and glass, and the array of napkins folded so that they look like many
miniature white pyramids. Another gong, and the waiters relax; but one of them
tucks a napkin under my chin and serves me as though I were a princeling. Then,
with desires of heart and stomach satisfied and a quantity of reserves tied in a
napkin, I am tucked away in a corner. Again the gong, the doors are thrown open,
the guests stream in. My father snaps his fingers, waiters jump to carry out his
orders, and guests smile him their thanks. He lords it over everything that falls
within my ken. He is, quite obviously, the most important man in the St. James
Hotel’ (11).
It is quite likely that Delius saw the senior Johnson in his sumptuous and elegant
bailiwick. And perhaps he even espied the boy in the corner.
As mentioned earlier, Johnson’s fictional account in The Autobiography of an ExColoured Man deals with a black youth whose dream is to become a great
composer. In the preface to his collection of American Negro poetry (originally
published in 1922) he is distressed by American composers who ignore the
importance of black music and are trying to manufacture grand opera out of socalled Indian themes. He continues,‘But there is a great hope for the development
of this music, and that hope is the Negro himself. A worthy beginning has already
been made by Burleigh, Cook, Johnson and Dett. And there will yet come great
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Negro composers who will take this music and voice through it not only the soul
of their race, but the soul of America’ (12). How astonishingly similar this
statement is to the extraordinary last sentence in Delius’s foreword. ‘I believe that
if America is to one day give to the world a great composer, he will have coloured
blood in his veins.’
The discovery of Zu Johnsons Buch has not only further validated and
substantiated, in Delius’s own words, the incredible influence that the Florida
experience had upon him, but, through the examination of James Weldon
Johnson’s words, has illuminated even more the Jacksonville of their time, and, in
so doing, has revealed amazing parallels in thought and belief of two creative
minds.
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THE DELIUS CONCERTOS - A Survey
Part 2: The Double, Violin and ’Cello Concertos
John White
THE DOUBLE CONCERTO
At the beginning of December 1914, Delius travelled to Manchester with Thomas
Beecham and attended a concert in which May and Beatrice Harrison were the
soloists in the Brahms Double Concerto. What he thought of this work is
unfortunately not recorded, but he must have been captivated by the artistry (and
beauty) of these highly talented sisters to whom he was introduced after the
concert. He at once suggested that he should write a double concerto for them
himself.
It was natural that he would refer to his Piano Concerto in planning the new
work, which would also be in one continuous movement. Although Delius
adopted a similar formal design, and both works commence in C minor and end
in C major, the Double Concerto is a far more subtle and concise composition. It
begins with a short introductory section the theme of which closely corresponds
with the figure in the upper woodwind at the very end of the final (Spring) section
of the Requiem (Ex 16). This theme is passed from strings to woodwind and then
to the solo violin, accompanied by the solo ’cellist’s double-stopping.
After a pause, the exposition starts with a wide-ranging first subject played by
the solo violin (Ex 17), after which a brief transition (Ex 18) leads to a repetition of
the first subject, this time given to the solo ’cello. (It is a feature of this concerto
that, for most of the time, the two soloists will be playing together, but with
differing instrumental parts.) The march-like second subject is clearly derived
from the first in its initial five notes (Ex 19) and is played by the orchestra alone.
When the soloists enter they have a purely decorative function until the second
subject is taken up by the ’cello, leading directly into the development.
This commences with the first subject played by the oboe, followed by a new
‘tail’ marked ‘rather slower’ and passed from the solo violin to the solo ’cello. This
appendage quite clearly derives from the first bar of the first subject (Ex 20).
Nothing else is introduced until the animation quietens with a prominent cor
anglais solo beneath which the first violins and violas have a figure which at this
point seems to have little significance (Ex 21). The remainder of the development
is entirely concerned with the first subject and reaches a fortissimo climax after
which the music slackens to allow solo horn and flute to quote the first bar of the
slow movement melody.
This is given to the solo ’cello (Ex 22), then both soloists take part in an
extended duet which continues when the melody is passed to the solo violin. As
the music softens to a whisper, a portion of the theme from the commencement
is heard in the flute and oboe, to be followed by a new theme of great
expressiveness played first by the solo violin, then solo ’cello, and then both
together (Ex 24). At the conclusion of this section the main melody returns with
the order of the soloists reversed. The succeeding accompanied cadenza for both
soloists uses figures derived from the beginning of the work and, in solo violin
harmonics, the first subject.
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In the recapitulation, the procedure is very much as in the exposition but with
changes in the orchestration and again with the soloists’ rôles reversed. After the
second subject there is an increase in animation as Delius prepares for his final
masterstroke. The figure ‘of little significance’, mentioned above, becomes a
haunting horn-call echoed by the soloists and clarinets and then, with fluttering
flutes and oboes, the theme from the centre of the slow movement (Ex 24) returns
and builds to a fortissimo climax. The music from the very beginning is heard in
the woodwind and, very quietly, the two soloists sing that same slow movement
theme against fragments of the opening motive in the solo flute as the sounds
gradually die away.
The Double Concerto does have one point in common with its predecessor, the
Piano Concerto, in that the slow movement melodies of both have the same
melodic curve (compare Ex 22 with Ex 23) and both are redolent of the Deep South
of the United States. Every stage in the composition of the concerto was discussed
with the Harrison sisters and their advice sought on the writing for the solo
instruments. It is therefore strange that Sir Thomas Beecham, having commented
on the composer’s ‘obvious inability to handle the ’cello part’ should go on to
suggest that, ‘two gifted soloists took it in hand and subjected it to fairly ruthless
revision’ (7). No one knew better than he that the two gifted soloists had been
consulted throughout and Beatrice would hardly have been happy at the prospect
of performing an ineptly written ’cello part! Perhaps he had in mind Herbert
Withers’s rewriting of parts of the ’Cello Concerto solo line, but such a procedure
here would unbalance the relationship between the two soloists and between
them and the orchestra. Recent performances have shown that the pragmatic
solution is best: just play what Delius wrote.
Another Delian devotee, Philip Heseltine, objected to ‘laborious and pointless
counterpoint’ between the two instruments, a not unusual criticism. Whether he
felt that soloists should obey the rules of polite conversation, and only speak when
they are spoken to, is not clear, but just as the solo concerto had its origins in the
operatic aria, so too, the double concerto has a great deal in common with the
operatic love-duet. In these it is usual for both lovers to sing at the same time and
each of Delius’s operas has such a duet (indeed, Irmelin has two!). No one has so
far suggested that they suffer from ‘laborious and pointless counterpoint’, this last
expression being somewhat strange, as it is difficult to envisage counterpoint
without point of some sort. In composing the Double Concerto, Delius was
writing for two artists with distinct personalities who were also sisters and this
closeness is reflected symbolically in the way that one soloist is seldom without the
support and companionship of the other.
It appears that the Double Concerto appeals even to those who do not care for
Delius much, if at all, and this is because of the clarity of its formal structure. In a
musical journey, as in any other one, it is always comforting to know where you
are, even if you don’t particularly want to be there.
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THE VIOLIN CONCERTO
The completion of the Double Concerto was only the first part of a project, which
was to include two solo concertos for the sisters. The composition of the Violin
Concerto for May Harrison was begun immediately and completed rapidly. It is
hard to appreciate now, that in 1962, the centenary year, Delius’s reputation as a
composer was at a low ebb and Deryck Cook found it necessary to write two
articles in The Musical Times under the heading: ‘Delius and Form: a Vindication’
(8). The second of these articles dealt specifically with the Violin Concerto and the
explanation of its form by the method known as functional analysis. This term –
which sounds as though it might refer to ailments of the digestive system – applies
to a process by which an entire composition can be shown to originate in a single
basic theme or ‘shape’. Deryck Cooke succeeds in doing this brilliantly as well as
comparing it with classical procedures. Inevitably his analysis was challenged by
critics who maintained that the same unity could be demonstrated even in secondrate music. Why such people should spend time analysing second-rate music is a
mystery for which no explanation has been forthcoming.
To put it briefly, in the Violin Concerto everything derives from the first two bars
or ‘motto’, which is never again heard in that particular form (Ex 25 & 26). The
exposition then proceeds with a series of five themes derived from the opening (Ex
27-31) which are treated to extensive development. Ex 31 is then transformed into
a fanfare-like figure (Ex 32) which Deryck Cooke calls the second subject, but
whose function is clearly to announce that something of importance is about to
happen.
The ‘something’ is the slow movement, whose two themes (Ex 33 and 34) are
again derived from the basic rhythms and ‘shapes’of the previous motives. For this
reason Mr. Cooke considers this part of the Concerto to combine both slow
movement and development section. Since there was so much development in
the exposition, this seems rather pointless: to the listener it is a slow movement
and needs no further explanation. It concludes with quiet references to Ex 34 and
the accompanied cadenza immediately follows (Ex 35). This has its origins in the
immediately preceding music and in the basic rhythm, but the most fascinating
aspect of this cadenza is that it is a rewritten version of the cadenza at the end of
the three-movement Piano Concerto, which was in turn taken from the ‘Fantasy
for Orchestra and Pianoforte’ of nearly twenty years before! The emotional heart
of the work is surely in this wonderful cadenza in which the soloist soars, hovers
and sinks back in a series of fourteen variations, beneath which the orchestra
barely breathes, and time virtually stands still. Then the two flutes pick up one of
the previously heard arpeggios and, together with a long trill from the soloist, the
music proceeds straight into the recapitulation.
As in the earlier concertos, Delius reverses the rôles and Ex 27 is announced
forte by the orchestral strings accompanied by the brass. The sequence of themes
is as before, but with changes in scoring and harmony and with the latter part of
the section very much compressed. The fanfare-like theme (Ex 32) returns and this
time heralds what Deryck Cooke calls the Scherzo-Finale.
The theme of the ‘Scherzo’(Ex 36) has been objected-to by Mr. Cooke amongst
others, as being too four-square and inclined to be monotonous, but after the
constantly changing melodic patterns of the preceding music this sprightly
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regularity provides the needed contrast (however gruelling it may be for the
soloist). After only eight bars, the dance stops and a ‘new’theme appears, although
it is really an amalgam of figures from Ex 29 and 33, that is of elements of both the
exposition and the slow movement. This passage ends with a considerable
reduction in tempo and the repetition, many times over, of a similar phrase which
gradually sinks to a very slow conclusion: a heart-stopping moment. The soloist
then glides back into the dance, which is now considerably extended. The
treatment of Ex 36 suggests a distillation of previous dance episodes in Delius’s
music such as the second dance song in A Mass of Life and certain passages in
Brigg Fair and Paris. As it recedes into the distance, the quiet coda commences and
consists of a chromatic version of Ex 27 played by the solo violin accompanied by
exquisite arabesques on the woodwind based on the rhythm of the opening motto.
Deryck Cooke’s analysis has far greater detail but, of course, Delius would have
hated any attempt at analysing his music. Mr. Cooke had a very valid point to
make in what was then a climate of very hostile criticism. Even now, it is still
necessary to remind ourselves of Eric Fenby’s view that ‘Delius had a well-nigh
perfect sense of form for what he had to say’. The Violin Concerto is dedicated to
Albert Sammons, who gave the first performance. George Lloyd, the composer,
had violin lessons from Albert Sammons and recalled his withering comments on
the solo part of the Concerto (9). At his suggestion, certain passages were
modified, and these are listed in Robert Threlfall’s Editorial Report, amounting to
a total of 28 bars (10). Delius readily agreed to the changes, which principally
removed most of the incessant double-stopping in the dance section of the finale
and replaced ‘solid’ octaves scales with ‘broken’ octaves. This last idea was lifted
from the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto, which Sammons said Delius did not know
– a hardly-credible remark as Delius had played at least part of this work at
Danville.
THE ’CELLO CONCERTO
The ’Cello Concerto had a much longer gestation and was not completed until
1921. The disruption due to the Great War and Delius’s deteriorating health were
contributory factors: he was also concerned with other compositions such as
Eventyr , the String Quartet and the Sonata for ’Cello and Piano. And, as befits the
instrument, the ’Cello Concerto was to be the most expansive of the four concertos
in style and in duration.
This is evident from the very opening; an introduction in two parts. In the first
of these, woodwind intone an opening figure of a dropping fourth, to which is
added a falling and rising third (Ex 37); horns then echo the falling fourth. The solo
’cello enters with an accompanied recitative (in which a rising semitone and two
falling semitones are prominent [Ex 38]), leading to a pause. In the second part,
upwardly surging strings are followed by a lyrical passage in the first violins which
again has two falling semitones (Ex 39) after which the oboe has a figure of rising
and falling thirds which will reappear in the final section of the concerto (Ex 40).
The tempo is predominantly slow, and so it remains throughout the entire next
section, although the music gives the impression of constantly flowing ahead. The
solo ’cello has the purposeful first subject which makes much use of melodic
intervals from the introduction (Ex 4l). A transition (Ex 42) leads to what appears
to be the second subject in the solo ’cello but is really a counter-melody to the true
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second subject in the first violins (Ex 43). This protean subject, now taken up by
the ’cello, is able to change its shape whilst always remaining recognisable by its
constant use of the same basic rhythm (Ex 44). The development section starts
immediately with the first subject in the upper strings, most of the remainder
concentrating on the second subject. At two further points in this section the first
subject returns, at first quietly in the first violins and later, as the music quietens
after a climax, played by the solo oboe. (At figure 60 in the score, there is a brief
anticipation of the slow movement in the solo ’cello).
As in the previous concertos, exposition and development, or the two
combined, lead into the slow movement. The new theme is given to the first
violins (Ex 45) followed by a ’cello recitative, then to the horns, followed by
another recitative from the soloist – a beginning which has a passing similarity to
the opening bars of the concerto. The beautiful tune which follows is really the
first theme with an added third above and different accentuation (Ex 46). The pace
now quickens and both versions of the main theme are varied and developed, the
solo ’cello having long passages of decoration. After a climax, a new theme, (Ex
47) appears in the first violins and ’cellos against development of the main theme
in the woodwind. When this new theme returns in the solo clarinet and is joined
by the bassoons, it forms a counterpoint to the beautiful tune mentioned above.
With the main theme in the woodwind the movement ends quietly.
At once the music moves into the recapitulation which is regular but very much
abbreviated, and also includes at its conclusion a short reference to the themes of
the slow movement. The finale then begins and its first subject is an outburst of
song from the solo ’cello which seems unstoppable (Ex 48) but which breaks into
passagework to begin a gradual transition to the second subject. Much of this is
based on the figure of a rising and falling third noticed not only in the introduction
but also in the finale’s first subject (Ex 49). After a climax, fragments of the second
subject are heard in the woodwind, as the music becomes quieter for a complete
statement from the solo ’cello against a syncopated woodwind choir (Ex 50). There
is no development. In accordance with Delius’s usual practice, when the first
subject returns it is given to the orchestra and then passed on to the solo ’cello.
The second subject returns in flute, oboe and cor anglais; after a few bars, the flute
picks up the first subject but it is the second subject which brings the concerto to
a quiet close.
The whole work abounds in enchanting detail, especially in the woodwind, and
the same could also be said of the other concertos. Despite Sir Thomas Beecham’s
views on Delius’s writing for the ’cello and Albert Sammons’s equally
uncomplimentary remarks on the unrevised Violin Concerto, it is odd that neither
the dedicatee, Alexandre Barjansky, nor Beatrice Harrison, ventured to amend the
solo line, but played it as written by Delius. It was at the end of the composer’s life
that Herbert Withers produced a new edition of the solo part in which some of the
passage-work was re-written in a more ‘’cellistic’ style. The alterations have been
done with great tact. In one or two places in the finale, double-stopping replaces
Delius’s arpeggios, but elsewhere Withers’s version maintains the lyrical flow that
Delius evidently wanted.
Tempo remains a controversial matter. The new score in the ‘Complete Works’
contains metronome marks added by Eric Fenby and based on Barjansky’s
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performance at Grez, recounted in Delius as I knew Him. It is evident from these
that Barjansky was an ‘inspirational’ player who played with passion – as Delius
wanted – but who also had a tendency to ‘play too fast’ according to Jelka. If these
metronome marks are compared with those of Balfour Gardiner, it will be seen
that Barjansky is almost always faster (11). In the faster passages in the slow
movement marked ‘Quicker’and ‘Rather quicker’by Delius, Barjansky increases the
speed considerably, as does Balfour Gardiner who indicates variations in speed
thereafter. Both have the same tempo at the beginning of the finale but then
Barjansky speeds up and at the transition begins to accelerate to presto! This
passage should indeed be faster but Delius’s marking at the commencement of the
finale is ‘With animation’ or Allegramente (Brightly, Gaily) and this does not imply
a headlong rush. Balfour Gardiner quotes Delius as saying, ‘Play it as you feel it
and I shall be content’, but this advice hands the responsibility back to the
performers and depends on their innate understanding of the music.
All the foregoing analysis is not meant to suggest that Delius thought in these
terms at all, although it is evident that he was well aware of the compositional
processes of the past. For him the material decided and developed into the form:
it was a process as natural as the growth of a tree. The little girl, who did not know
what her knitting would be until she had finished it, was a true artist in the Delian
tradition.
(The first part of John White’s article, entitled ‘The Three Versions of the Piano
Concerto’, was published in DSJ 125, Spring 1999 – Ed.)

REFERENCES (continued from Part 1)
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HITCHCOCK, FENBY AND JAMAICA INN
Paul Chennell
During the symposium presented by Lyndon Jenkins and Stephen Lloyd on 3
October 1996 to celebrate Eric Fenby’s 90th birthday, the circumstances in which
Eric Fenby composed the score for Alfred Hitchcock’s film of Daphne du Maurier’s
novel Jamaica Inn were outlined. Very little of the music Eric Fenby composed was
actually used by Alfred Hitchcock. ‘Only the opening and closing music, which
lasts a mere three minutes or so’(1). Although vital in setting the mood of the film
as the titles roll, it is a great disappointment for those of us who would like to hear
more of this music, and Fenby’s compositions as a whole, that so little of his score
was used. The audience that evening was left with the impression that Hitchcock
had not really been interested in using a fine score for this film.
Eric Fenby recalled in an interview with Stephen Lloyd, which took place in
1986, that Hitchcock, “... was going through an anti-music phase with strong
preference for realism” (2). He also indicated that Hitchcock knew what he
wanted, but had been criticized in the press for his sparse use of music. The
present whereabouts of Fenby’s complete score for Jamaica lnn are unknown, but
attempts are being made to find it.
In this centenary year of Hitchcock’s birth, it might interest readers to hear
what the great director himself had to say about the use of music in films. He was
interviewed by Stephen Watts, in an article called On Music in Films, originally
published in Cinema Quarterly (3) and re-published in Hitchcock On Hitchcock (4).
On this occasion Watts was interviewing Hitchcock in connection with the release
of his film Waltzes From Vienna. Hitchcock believed at this time that,“… music as
an artistic asset of the film is still sadly neglected”. He felt that the coming of
sound had opened up a great opportunity, and was always greatly interested in
combining music and film. He saw as an advance the fact that music, with the
arrival of sound, came under the complete control of the film producer. Hitchcock
believed that up to then the use of music in film had been very limited, and he
thought every film should have a complete musical score before it went into
production.
He did not however consider that a continuous score was necessary, as it could
become monotonous. He believed in the effectiveness of silence, emphasized by
the proper use of music before and after. Hitchcock took the view that,‘... none at
all was better than the wrong music’. He thought that music could be used to add
atmosphere, excitement, and provide background to a scene. Music, Hitchcock
considered, could add a commentary on dialogue. At that time he had not made
up his mind on the function of music in relation to dialogue in general. When
Watts suggested that the audience could not listen to dialogue and music at the
same time, Hitchcock stated that he might not want them to listen consciously to
the music. “It might be achieving its desired effect without the audience being
aware of how that effect was being achieved”.
He gave as an example the idea of an approaching climax to a scene, which can
be suggested by music. Hitchcock believed that great possibilities lay in the
psychological use of music in film, making it ‘possible to express the unspoken’.
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Characters could say one
thing and be thinking
another. Some of Hitchcock’s
finest films were to explore
psychological themes very
successfully. He also went on
to suggest that in film, cutting
and music have much in
common, because when both
are ideal they are not noticed.
They both help to create the
tempo and mood. Hitchcock
emphasized at this time that
he was experimenting with
ideas concerning film and
music, both considered by
him to have largely emotional
appeal. He saw great
potential for music in the
cinema.
These views, which are
clearly
not
superficial,
contrast strangely with his
use of Eric Fenby’s score in
Jamaica Inn. But Hitchcock
clearly had problems with
Jamaica Inn, as he indicated
in Hitchcock On Hitchcock, in
The video insert
an article entitled Lecture At
Columbia University. Because of the casting of Charles Laughton and the nature of
the story, changes had to be made to the original tale. This need for change may
have disrupted the musical aspect of the film. Though he does not mention music
in this article he has interesting things to say about Jamaica Inn which he turned
from a ‘surprise story’ into a ‘suspense story’, a change that was apparently a
painful process for him. Stanley Gottlieb, writing in Hitchcock On Hitchcock,
suggests that these ideas about music may not be original, but that the importance
of Hitchcock’s ideas about non-visual aspects of film-making is that they affect his
integration of visual effects. Gottlieb believes that Hitchcock is emphasizing the
total control of the director.
In contrast to this, Simon Callow, in his biography of Charles Laughton (5),
suggests that Jamaica Inn was a film,‘whose only possible redeeming feature is the
performance by Laughton’, but concedes that Laughton was not at his best here.
Interestingly, he tells us that when Laughton was having problems with the rôle,
he gained confidence to walk on the set after hearing Eric Fenby humming the
waltz measure from Weber’s Invitation to the Dance. This evidently inspired
Laughton to move in the appropriate manner.
Jamaica Inn is not generally considered to be one of Hitchcock’s greatest films.
However, his exclusion of music, although Eric Fenby’s score was surely most
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accomplished, is based on a serious consideration of how music should be used.
Hitchcock’s views are based on a developing personal philosophy, and are not
based on ignorance of, or prejudice against, music. This comes as no surprise
when we recall his later use of Bernard Herrmann’s great scores in some of his best
films.
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THE DELIUS TRUST
Our series on the Trust concludes with a biographical sketch of a former Adviser, Trustee
and Chairman, who is now Adviser Emeritus

MEREDITH DAVIES
Meredith Davies was born in Birkenhead in 1922. After the family moved to
Enfield an interested friend got in touch with the Royal College of Music where, at
the age of eight, Meredith became a Junior Exhibitioner. Later, special
arrangements were made for him to have organ lessons from Henry Ley. At the
outbreak of war he got a post as organist to Hurstpierpoint College from where he
was elected Organ Scholar of Keble College, Oxford. The presiding examiner was
Thomas Armstrong, himself a former Keble Organ Scholar: this was the first
encounter in a long association.
During 1942-5 Meredith served with the Royal Artillery, and after a return to
Oxford (where he completed his B.Mus. and read PPE) he was appointed Organist
at the Cathedral Church of St Alban. Here he met his future wife, whose
grandfather was one of the first Canons appointed when the Abbey Church
became a Cathedral. St Albans continues to be the family ‘home’.
In 1949 a move to Hereford Cathedral was welcome in that Hereford had a full
choral establishment. There was also the responsibility and scope of the Three

Meredith Davies
(Hanya Chlala)
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Choirs Festival of which Meredith was appointed the Hereford conductor. His
Hereford programmes contained names not generally considered to be ‘Three
Choirs composers’: Poulenc, Stravinsky, Searle, Fricker, Rawsthorne, and the 1955
programme showed the first signs of loosening the tight, congested schedule of
the Festival week in those days – mainly in the interests of more liberal rehearsal
arrangements.
During this time Meredith had sought to enlarge his experience of working
with orchestras by attending the advanced conducting course available at the
Accademia di S Cecilia in Rome, but when he left Hereford for New College,
Oxford in 1956 it was not a move calculated to develop a conducting career.
However, 1957 saw the beginning of his work with the City of Birmingham Choir
and later the Symphony Orchestra, as Associate Conductor and then Deputy
Musical Director. His performance of Britten’s Spring Symphony won the
composer’s approval, and was the beginning of a period of successful collaboration
between the two men. At the Aldeburgh Festival in 1960, Meredith conducted The
Rape of Lucretia and two years later shared the conducting, with Britten, of the
composer’s War Requiem, premièred at Coventry Cathedral. Continuing with
Britten, Meredith became Musical Director of the English Opera Group. In 1967
he premièred Berkeley’s Castaway at Aldeburgh. He conducted Peter Grimes at both
Covent Garden and Sadler’s Wells, where in 1963, and of special interest to
Delians, he also conducted A Village Romeo and Juliet. This was followed, under his
direction, by the opera’s first LP recording. He went on to record Delius’s Requiem
and Idyll; also Vaughan Williams’s Riders to the Sea, and Sir John in Love.
From 1964-71 he was Music Director of the Vancouver Symphony Orchestra,
where earlier in 1961 he had given the North American première of Britten’s A
Midsummer Night’s Dream. Meredith was for three years also conductor of the BBC
Training Orchestra in Bristol. He was appointed conductor of the Royal Choral
Society in 1972 and in 1979 Principal of Trinity College of Music, London. He was
awarded a CBE in 1982.
As a fervent advocate of the music of Delius, Meredith’s appointment as an
Adviser to The Delius Trust in 1989 was welcomed. Two years later, following the
death of Norman Millar, he was appointed a Trustee and Chairman of the Trust,
positions he held until his resignation in 1997. He does however continue his
association with the Trust, as Adviser Emeritus.
In a recent magazine interview, Meredith admitted a desire to perform Delius’s
The Song of the High Hills, commenting that: “People often lean back on Delius’s
music without seeing the urge and energy. There must be that inner spring of
energy in Delius, fire in the belly, not just beguiling sounds.”
Meredith lives in Bridgwater, Somerset where he is ‘the complaisant servant of
two tyrannical cats’, and strives (not too successfully, he says) ‘to perfect a régime
of constructive idleness’.
Jane Armour-Chélu
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DELIUS SOCIETY MEETINGS
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING
18 March 1999, BMIC, London
‘Arrangements of Delius – some personal views’ by Tony Summers
Tony started his talk by explaining how Delius’s orchestral requirements often
militated against the performance of his music by students and amateurs. Delius
usually requires an orchestra of 70 or more players, whereas amateurs would
normally only be able to muster about 40. In addition, Delius quite frequently asks
for a bass oboe which is rarely found in professional orchestras, never mind
amateur bands.
Two performances of part of The Walk to the Paradise Garden, one using
Beecham’s reduced scoring (no contra-bassoon or tuba) and the other using
Delius’s full scoring, showed the richness produced by the use of the original
version.
Later in the talk, we had a version of the same piece performed by the Desford
Colliery Band. The piece had been ‘topped and tailed’ and contained some
extraordinary and tasteless percussion effects which would have made Delius turn
in his grave! However, the extra percussion was added by the band’s conductor,
not the arranger, and without these unnecessary extras this brass band version
would doubtless be remarkably effective.
Live illustrations were provided by Alan Gout (trombone) and Libby Summers
(flute) accompanied on the piano by Tony. Alan played his own arrangement of
the Serenade from Hassan which had been chosen for Grade 4 of the Associated
Board examinations. Tony said that, as a rule, young trombonists would be
unlikely to know any Delius, and this could well be an introduction for pupils to
his music.
The programme ended with an arrangement of Delius’s Third Violin Sonata for
Flute and Piano by Tony himself, and played by Tony and his wife, Libby. This
proved most effective and was performed in a very professional manner. It was a
fitting climax to a most enlightening evening.
Richard Kitching
(This report was indexed to appear in the previous edition of the Journal, but did
not. Apologies to all concerned – Ed.)
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MIDLANDS BRANCH MEETING
20 March 1999: ‘Delius, Paris and the fin de siècle’ by John White
John White began by quoting a passage describing the splendour, virtues and vices
of Paris, and commented that the writer might well have been Delius, but was in
fact Frederick Chopin. Delius arrived in the city in 1888 as a young man of twentysix and, prior to settling in Grez, either lived there or close by for the next ten years,
the longest period he stayed anywhere after leaving England.
In his maturity Delius wrote three major works about places in the world, of
which the nocturne Paris shows the city at night at its most alluring and
mysterious. In a very interesting exposition John White took us through the
various sections of the work, and the descriptive titles in French which were
included in the original sketches of the work. The first section using ‘Parisian
Scenes’; ‘The absinthe hour’, ‘Happy meeting’, ‘Joyous night’, ‘Caprice: mysterious
city of joy and sadness’,‘Mysterious twilight’and ‘Dusk’. The second section of the
sketches, with other sub-headings, was entitled ‘Episodes and adventures’. All of
these were eventually drawn together in the form of a poem on the fly-leaf of the
manuscript full score, and this was compared with the different version eventually
printed in the full score. The moods evoked by the various themes, with motifs
played on different instruments and the use of a theme from Delius’s opera Margot
la Rouge., were pointed out. The recording used was that of Sir Charles Mackerras
conducting the Orchestra of the Welsh National Opera.
Our speaker then briefly mentioned Margot la Rouge and its story line, a
combination of low life, prostitution and eventual violence, and typical of the
works of the contemporary group of ‘Realist’ and ‘Naturalist’ writers such a Emile
Zola and Guy de Maupassant. However poetry took a different ‘Symbolist’ path,
although that label could not be applied to Paul Verlaine, who, by the time Delius
met him, had become that ragged disreputable monarch of the Latin Quarter,
immune from police action and depending largely on the generosity of his friends.
Either he or Gauguin might have suggested the figure of ‘l’Artiste’ in Margot.
In part two we heard three settings of the Verlaine poem ‘Il pleure dans mon
coeur’. The Debussy version was sung by Claudette Leblanc, the Fauré by Gerard
Souzay and the Delius by Anthony Rolfe Johnson.
There was a mention of Delius’s interest in the occult, Beecham’s statement that
he had ‘ a gift as a maker of horoscopes’, and his intention to compose an opera
based on Bulwer Lytton’s ‘mystical romantic’ novel Zanoni. We were also told of
Delius’s dealings with Dr Gerard Encausse or ‘Papus’ as he was known, who wrote
vast quantities of occultist literature, and who used Delius as technical adviser
whilst writing his curious book Anatomy and Physiology of the Orchestra in 1894.
The possible use of Oscar Wilde’s Salome as the basis of an opera was
mentioned. Just how Delius would have coped with John the Baptist beggars the
imagination.
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The final work we heard was Cynara in the recording made by John Shirley
Quirk with Sir Charles Groves conducting the RLPO. The words are by Ernest
Dowson, the sad English poet, who remained friends with Wilde after his trial, and
with whom he shared an addiction to absinthe. Dowson, who wrote mainly of
love and death, had an impossible passion for a young girl of thirteen named
Adelaide Foltinowicz. Delius set eight poems from Dowson in Songs of Sunset, and
had also originally intended to include Cynara, but it would have upset the balance
of the sequence.
Dowson as a title for Cynara uses a quote from a Horace Ode, Book IV No 1; ‘I
am not what I was in the dear days of Cínera’s rule’. Interestingly, John White also
quoted the text of a later Horace ode from Book IV No 13, that begins,‘Where, alas!
Is love gone?’
Our speaker particularly admired Delius’s treatment of the last verse of Cynara
and the way in which the music rushes downwards into emptiness, paralleling the
emptiness of the poet’s attempt to bury the memory of his lost love. Perhaps it
struck a deep chord of a lost love in Delius too?
As Delius’s life changed it became clear that he would have to remove himself
from its hot-house atmosphere, but Paris remained, as Philip Heseltine truly said,
‘a corner of his soul’.
Richard Kitching expressed the thanks of all present for a most excellent talk,
which had given new insight into Delius and the influence of his Paris years which
coloured his later compositions. Thanks were also offered to Peter and Margaret
Trotman for their warm hospitality and for the drinks and excellent supper table.
Brian Radford
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MIDLANDS BRANCH MEETING
17 April 1999: A programme of video films
Members of the Midlands Branch assembled at the home of Brian and Joan Dunn
at Westhorpe, Southwell, near Nottingham, to see a programme of video films
shown on equipment specially hired by our hosts. The first half consisted of a film
of Delius’s Sea Drift sung in English and filmed on a seashore location. The soloist
was Per-Arne Wahlgren and the Radio Symfonikerna and Chorus was conducted
by Gustav Sjovist. Produced for Swedish television in 1987 and directed by
Margareta Ferm, it was a most striking performance of this marvellous work in a
natural and evocative setting.
This was followed by a short documentary on the making of the recent
recording for Dinemec Classics of Delius’s songs, and other orchestral works,
featuring Carole Farley and the Rheinische Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by
Jose Serebrier. (See DSJ 122 [Winter 1997] pp 74-75 ).
The third item was a short but interesting video made by Richard Kitching,
Chairman of the Branch, at the 39th Annual Delius Festival in Jacksonville, Florida.
Members of the Society were shown at various venues including a reception at the
Delius house, and at the invasion of Solano Grove, as described in the report in the
last Journal. It also included a brief conversation between Jeff Driggers and Brian
Radford about a possible explanation for the name ‘Chloe’ for the mother of
Delius’s love child and a performance by The Festival Ensemble of an arrangement
by Professor William McNeiland of the early Delius piano piece Zum Carnival.
This was played during the judging of the Delius Composition Award competition
in the Terry Concert Hall at Jacksonville University on 4 March 1999.
Finally there was a showing of the excellent film documentary “Discovering
Delius’ made in 1993 for the Delius Trust by Landseer Productions in association
with R. M. Associates (see review in DSJ 111 [Summer 1993] pp 21-22). It is most
unfortunate that, despite original hopes, this promotional film has been seen by so
few people in this country.
Our warmest thanks to Brian and Joan Dunn for their hospitality and for kindly
providing a fine supper, at this the final meeting of the season. Thanks also to
others who provided sweets and contributed to the traditional copious supply of
drinks.
Brian Radford
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DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING
27 April 1999, BMIC, London
John White repeated his ‘Delius, Paris and the fin de siècle’ talk to a very well
attended meeting of the London Branch. Particular thanks to Roger Buckley for the
use of his mini disc player and amplifier, and to member Raymond Harvey who
had presented the large speakers to the BMIC. We were thereby able to better
appreciate the works played, especially Paris.
In his vote of thanks Dr Lionel Carley, Archivist to The Delius Trust and author
of the book Delius – The Paris Years, said it was always a red letter day when John
came to give a talk. “What he does so well is to set people up on a lateral train of
thought about his subjects.” He remarked that Delius had an authentic feeling for
place, but it was of course retrospective, as with Appalachia, Paris and Paa Vidderne.
Dr Carley said that he hoped our speaker would continue for many years giving us
such fascinating talks, and members expressed their appreciation in an
enthusiastic round of applause. Thanks to Ian McPherson and Michael Sunderland
for providing the usual refreshments.

Brian Radford

WEST OF ENGLAND BRANCH MEETING
22 May 1999
A Programme of Live Music
Queen’s College is one of three large public schools in Taunton, and the one where
I was permitted to sit some A-level examinations as an external student. How well
I remember the view from the library window across the rolling Quantock Hills
towards the sea on those summer days in the 1950s – and how little I recall of
thermionic emission and the other delights of the papers! It may therefore be
imagined what an enormous pleasure it was to find myself looking at that same
view more than forty years later but this time to the accompaniment of the music
of Delius, for the library has now become a music room, and it was here that the
Society’s West of England Branch held its latest meeting on 22 May 1999.
The programme was framed by an excellent string quartet which opened with
Late Swallows and closed with Robert Threlfall’s arrangement of the Intermezzo
from Fennimore and Gerda for Flute, Oboe and String Quartet. They were an
excellent ensemble and I was astonished to learn that they do not play together
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regularly. Late Swallows suffered somewhat from the harsh acoustic of all-wooden
surroundings; they were consequently unable to achieve the degree of pianissimo
the composer asked for, but that in itself borders on the impossible and it would
be unfair to cavill at such a well-prepared performance. Robert’s arrangement was
both extremely successful and executed in a craftsman-like manner. My eye was
caught by the talented young oboist, who had apparently deserted her A-level
revision for the performance – I trust she will have more sense than to look out of
the window like I did when the time comes!
In between we heard Delius songs sung by soprano Nancy Beveridge (‘Cradle
Song’, ‘Summer Eve’) and bass-baritone Richard Bartlett (‘To Daffodils’, ‘Twilight
Fancies). I am under the impression that ‘To Daffodils’is published in only one key
and that for high voice. To hear it transposed downwards was therefore an
interesting experience, although I am not sure that I could recommend it with
confidence. The ’cellist from the string quartet, Robin Carpenter, then bravely
undertook Eric Fenby’s arrangement for ’cello and piano of Caprice and Elegy with
enjoyable results even though the higher-lying passages tested his technique to
the limits. Another Fenby arrangement, this time of La Calinda for flute and piano
was nicely played by Sally Dawton, if slightly slower than one is used to hearing it.
The Director of Music at Queen’s College, Stephen Bell, then introduced Dance for
Harpsichord, explaining why it was unsuited to the instrument in question (with a
convincing demonstration) before playing it on the piano. The Branch is also
eternally grateful to Stephen for presenting it with an autographed copy of Sir
Thomas Beecham’s biography of the composer: a real treasure.
Branch Chairman Ron Prentice had gone to an enormous amount of trouble to
put together such a programme and deserves our heartfelt thanks for doing so. If
I was right in hearing a whisper that he felt disappointed with an audience of
around twenty-two he should not be discouraged. The Branch is only a year old
and has achieved a great deal already: which other can boast two successive
meetings of live music by Delius with a third to follow in the autumn? I do not
think, though, that we have yet seen any of our members from east of Bristol. I
hope they will soon venture this way, if only to satisfy themselves that we in the
West Country do not all have two heads!
Christopher Redwood
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CONCERT REVIEWS
TWO RELATED RECITALS
Violin and Piano Recital, Wigmore Hall, London, 30 March 1999
Tasmin Little and Martin Roscoe
The Bridge String Quartet, Wigmore Hall, London, 7 April 1999
Wigmore Hall, still London’s finest concert-room, dates from pre-first-world-war
days, and now draws larger audiences than ever before. To anyone who has enjoyed
its unrivalled and unchanged acoustics for seventy years, it remains a musical magnet
and magical place. Bumper audiences there for recent events included tourists who
now throng the capital city at all times of the year; having chanced on Wigmore Hall
in their search for music, they never forget it and return when they can. Hopefully,
the music heard on these two occasions will leave them with as happy memories as
the Hall itself.
Both concerts drew Delians. The first, a violin and piano recital by Tasmin Little
and Martin Roscoe on 30 March, had no Delius but, along with Bach, Beethoven,
Ravel and Saint-Saëns, a now rare opportunity of hearing a masterpiece, Arnold Bax’s
Second Sonata. It has however a Delian connection, for that same Bax Sonata was
heard at Wigmore Hall on the evening when May Harrison, with Bax as her pianist,
gave the first performance of Delius’s Third Sonata there in 1930. And now Tasmin,
who has already recorded all the Delius Violin Sonatas, has added Bax’s Second so
appropriately and eloquently to her repertoire.
The second event was the Bridge String Quartet’s concert on 7 April. They offered
not only Delius’s 1916 Quartet but also the surviving third and fourth movements of
his early 1888 String Quartet, another Delius UK première for Wigmore Hall.
A model of programme planning provided telling contrasts. Easiest on the ear,
Schubert’s E flat Quartet, D87, came as a bland, mellifluous opener. Then, less
comfortably, Bridge’s Quartet No 3 (1926), revealing the teacher Benjamin Britten
most admired and once a quartet-player himself. Textures both etiolated and rich
showed Frank Bridge as a more contemporary-minded creator than many fellow
British composers of the time.
Delius supplied the second half of the programme with the two surviving
movements of the 1888 Quartet followed by the one and only completed 1916
Quartet, made more familiar in recent years by the string orchestral version of
its Late Swallows movement. The sequence was enjoyable, instructive and
illuminating, for the Bridge String Quartet never fail to reveal the music behind the
printed symbols. In fact, so naturally do they unfold the continuous thread passing
imperceptibly from instrument to instrument, that following from score becomes
irksome, the eyes vainly attempting to trace the essential musical line from stave to
stave as smoothly as it impinges on the ears. So, dispensing with the score, I let them
be beguiled by sounds surely winning new friends for Delius.
Felix Aprahamian
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PIANO RECITAL by Malcolm Binns
Wigmore Hall, London, 23 June 1999
This recital programme was created
around the works of William Baines, a
Yorkshireman born in 1899, and who
died in 1922.
The Suites de Pièces Op 24 (1841) of
William Sterndale Bennett (a fellow
Yorkshireman) opened the recital,
Binns’s fleet, light-fingered technique
easily negotiating the Mendelssohnian
hazards of Bennett’s writing without
playing down the spirit of the more
serious movements. While Sterndale
Bennett is not the most profound of
composers, his gifts were appreciated by
both Mendelssohn and Schumann.
The Stanford Rhapsody, Op 92, a big
work very much in the style of Brahms,
received an arresting performance,
brilliantly completing the first half of the
recital.
Delius’ reputation hardly rests on his works for piano solo. The Five Pieces
dating from 1922-3 (and dictated to his wife, Jelka) from their titles would appear
to be children’s pieces, but very definitely as perceived by adults. Their charm is
immediate, particularly in the Waltz for a little Girl and the Lullaby for a Modern
Baby. The Prelude to Margot la Rouge arranged by Ravel is an interesting curiosity
probably known in this form only to Delius aficionados.
The magnificent group of works by William Baines provided a fitting climax to
the recital and fully justified the make-up of the programme. The Seven Preludes
with their (very slight) debt to early Scriabin are particularly notable, and the two
pieces which make up Tides are strikingly atmospheric. The originality and
maturity of the writing from a man still in his teens is quite breathtaking. The
music deserves to be much better known.
The recital also included the two Chopin Nocturnes Op 62, performances of
quite exceptional beauty, and Balakirev’s ‘Oriental Fantasy’, Islamey. Presumably
these works, out of character with the rest of the programme, were included to
encourage support for an otherwise unusual and enterprising recital, but the mere
handful of people in Wigmore Hall demonstrated how dismally conservative the
concert-going public in London is. Those who knew about the event, but failed to
attend, missed a quite exceptionally fine occasion.
Denis Hall
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THREE CHOIRS FESTIVAL, WORCESTER 1999
Wednesday 25 August at 2.30pm, Worcester Cathedral
English Symphony Orchestra, conducted by William Boughton
David Owen Norris, piano
Britten: Suite on English Folk Tunes, A Time There Was ...
Delius: The Walk to the Paradise Garden
Robert Walker: Fragments of Elgar
Vaughan Williams: Symphony No 5 in D major
The opening concert of the 272nd Three Choirs Festival featured the music of
Duke Ellington and Stan Tracey, played by the latter’s orchestra. This concert was
surprisingly well received by the Three Choirs audience, and is worth mentioning
here as interesting reference was made to Delius in the programme notes. We
were told that ‘both [Constant] Lambert and ... Grainger compared [Ellington’s]
harmonic thinking to that of Delius ... before Ellington himself had ever heard of
Delius’. Our President, Felix Aprahamian, was quoted as describing Stan Tracey as
‘the most individual harmonist since Delius’.
At this year’s Festival only one piece by Delius was played, and that was at the
mid-week afternoon concert in Worcester Cathedral. William Boughton and the
English Symphony Orchestra (the English String Orchestra suitably beefed up)
confirmed themselves as good Delians with a fresh-sounding The Walk to the
Paradise Garden (or Gardens as recorded in the programme!). The performance was
just quick enough to avoid sentimentality, though the violins’ entry with the ‘big
tune’ was a little schmaltzy.
The real curiosity in this concert was Robert Walker’s ‘take’ on Elgar’s partlysketched Piano Concerto. Walker had tried to ‘create a late-romantic piano
concerto – the sort of concerto that Elgar might well have composed’, but some
passages were more Finzi or Nielsen than Elgar. David Owen Norris, that
indefatigable supporter of English and/or unfashionable piano repertoire, played
with commitment and without a score. Sadly, the first movement was far too long
and disjointed, but the second and third were more successful and shorter! The
second was almost pure Elgar, based on his 1929 Improvisation in D, and the third
began with the theme that that opens the last movement of Payne/Elgar Symphony
No 3, apparently also envisaged by Elgar for the Concerto.
The concert, that had begun with Britten, ended very pleasantly with Vaughan
Williams’s Symphony No 5. All in all, a two-hour tour through English mainstream
music of this century, very Three Choirs, but without the choirs.
More Delius coming up at the Three Choirs: songs next year at Hereford, then,
in 2001, A Mass of Life at Gloucester.
Peter Ratcliffe
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RECORDING REVIEWS
DELIUS: Violin Sonatas Nos 1-3
Derry Deane (violin), Eleanor Hancock (piano). TT 49’OO”, £7.OO, including
postage and packing, from Reg Williamson, 67 Galleys Bank, Whitehill, Kidsgrove,
ST7 4DE: telephone 01782 782419.
Members with long memories
may remember the late Gilbert
Parfitt in 1981 bringing to our
notice an LP of the three
numbered Delius Violin Sonatas
which had just been issued in the
USA. Recordings of the sonatas
were much more rare then, of
course, and so, impressed by a
hearing of the disc, he fired off an
enquiry to see if he could buy fifty
copies for Society members:
“They quoted me such a low price
that I sent off a cheque
Gilbert Parfitt with Norman del Mar
straightaway,”he reported to us,“
in the 1970s
and I was able to pay for them
while the pound was strong …”
Wily Gilbert! After settling all duties and taxes the records sold at a fraction over
£2, which was a real bargain.
Almost 20 years later history is practically repeating itself. Thanks to Gilbert’s
old friend Reg Williamson and his association with the engineer who made the
original recording, David Hancock, the three Sonatas are now on CD and the disc
can be obtained in this country direct from Reg Williamson at the address above.
There is a special reason for this arrangement which I will come to in a moment.
Looking back to DSJ 72 (July 1981), I see that I found myself reviewing the disc.
At that time Derry Deane was concertmaster of the Victoria Symphony Orchestra
in British Columbia, Canada: she is now Head of the String Department at the
University of Tulsa, Oklahoma. I remarked upon her (and her accompanist’s) fresh
and stylish playing, and a directness of approach ‘that does much for Delius’s
structures; both (players) have plenty of technique and are well inside the music’.
Those views still hold good; listening again almost twenty years later confirms the
impression of good, honest well-played performances, if perhaps without some of
the insights that we have become rather more accustomed to in the intervening
period. I no longer have the LP, but the sound now is perhaps a shade more boxy
than I remember – a little bloom around the music (which can be done these days)
would have helped to make these performances appear even more impressive
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than they already are.
Sad to say David Hancock, the engineer who made the recording at the time,
has since been stricken by Parkinson’s Disease, and it has been arranged that all
proceeds from the sales of the disc shall go towards helping to relieve his suffering.
So any member who is moved to acquire this most enjoyable CD of the Delius
Sonatas will find himself additionally supporting a most noble cause.
Lyndon Jenkins

ROY HENDERSON – Centenary Recital
Songs by Arne, Boyce, Butterworth, Dale, Hatton, Purcell, Stanford, Tchaikovsky,
Vaughan Williams and Warlock. From Decca, Columbia and Vocalion originals.
Roy Henderson (baritone).
Accompanists include Gerald Moore, Ivor Newton, Leslie Heward.
Dutton CDLX7O3S (72 minutes: ADD).
How few must be the
musicians who live to see an
album of their recordings
published in honour of their
centenary. Roy Henderson’s
100 years have been
especially
rich:
well
established
during
his
twenties, in at the start of
Glyndebourne and the
Edinburgh Festivals, teacher
of Kathleen Ferrier, retired of
his own volition at 52 to
teach and conduct until
1970. To Delians he is special
as the most notable of the
early Zarathustras in A Mass
of Life and as the soloist in
the first Sea Dnft recording in
1929. (And, of course, his voice is preserved in the Arabesk and Songs of Sunset
recorded during Beecham’s rehearsals for the 1934 Leeds Festival; it may be that
some means can be found of publishing those important documents from their
original test-pressings).
This new CD, mostly of the recordings Henderson made for Decca between
1929 and 1945, does him considerable honour. To listen to them now with their
overt professionalism one would never imagine the difficulties under which
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singers laboured in front of the early electric microphone. I remember him telling
me that at one session when some new equipment was causing his s’s to sound
too sibilant, every conceivable adjustment was tried without success until someone
thought of placing a sock over the microphone. That did the trick.
The major item on the disc is a Henderson speciality, Butterworth’s A
Shropshire Lad cycle, of which this is the first-ever complete recording (made in
1941 with Gerald Moore). Alas, there is no Somervell Maud which followed three
years later of which he spoke with undisguised pride, but since it still exists in testpressing form it might yet be rescued. Meanwhile eight Warlock songs, including
that old favourite Piggesnie and a rollicking Captain Stratton’s Fancy, almost make a
replacement cycle. Among the remaining goodly number of rarities, all ballads or
art songs, are three of Stanford and, an outstanding gem, Benjamin Dale’s
beautiful setting of ‘Come away, death’ with its so-effective viola obbligato (played
by Max Gilbert). The earlier Columbia and Vocalion discs reveal a Henderson with
a real zest for characterisation in party-stoppers such as The Jolly Tinker.
An attractive collection, then, fully worthy of a great British singer. Distortion
is inherent in some of the 78s, but most of them are so clean and clear that he
might be in the room.
Lyndon Jenkins
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BOOK REVIEWS
Martin Lee-Browne: Nothing So Charming as Musick!
The life and times of Frederic Austin, singer, composer and teacher.
Thames Publishing, 1999. Sewn paperback: £12.50
Gradually the wonderful gallery of
larger-than-life figures who peopled
the musical world which impinged on
Delius in his English years (that is
from 1907 onwards) have been
documented and their lives explored
and recorded. The first was probably
Norman O’Neill, in Derek Hudson’s
book; later Stephen Lloyd’s biography
of Balfour Gardiner covered much of
the period. Sadly, Balfour grew tired of
music, but his friend Frederic Austin
who died in 1952 stands astride the
half century and was active in many
ways to the end.
Martin
Lee-Brown,
Austin’s
grandson – and incidentally Balfour’s
god-son – tells the story of Austin’s
many-faceted career with recourse to
family papers and a rich supply of
press cuttings, and this makes not only
a very readable chronicle – you do not
need to be sold on the period to find it fascinating and enjoyable. However, it also
means that for those who have been intrigued by Austin’s music and his manysided life, for historians of the ‘Frankfurt Gang’, of Beecham, Rutland Boughton,
and for Delians generally, this is a valuable source book.
Austin was perhaps best known for The Beggar’s Opera, one of those escapist
shows that prospered in the years after the First World War. But his own music has
long been on my list of works of the period to be explored, a particular favourite
being the Rhapsody Spring of 1907, but so far no takers. But the omens are
promising; Robert Tucker revived the swashbuckling overture The Sea Venturers
with the Windsor Sinfonia last September, and, of course, Palsgaard – Danish
Sketches was also revived last year; both proved to be worth the wait. Perhaps best
news of all is that the Symphony, thought lost, has proved to be in the Grainger
Museum in Melbourne all the time.
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Austin was briefly one of the leading baritones in the country, and before the
First World War and with Beecham and the British National Opera Company, not
only was he celebrated for his British roles – the soloist in the early British
performances of Sea Drift, Gerontius, The Apostles, Walford Davies’ Everyman – but
also Gunther and Wotan in The Ring (on one occasion singing both in the same
production).
Martin Lee-Brown tells us that: “sadly he made very few recordings”. This is
true, but he did record in various capacities and I think it would have been useful
to devote a page to bringing all the information together in a proper Austin
discography. However, the catalogue of works has notes pointing out what is
recorded (though it misses Austin’s own recording of his Twelve Days of Christmas
arrangement from the First World War, then on HMV). It also fails properly to list
his recorded role in The Beggar’s Opera and Polly, where he sang as well as
conducting, and does not seem actually to mention his recordings as a singer, of
which I only know two: Elgar’s The Pipes of Pan and a song from Sullivan’s Ivanhoe.
Surely there must have been at least a few others – but I cannot trace them, and
no one has investigated him as a singer up to now. Do readers know of others?
However, this is a very worthwhile, entertaining and informative read; good story,
new material. Recommended.
Lewis Foreman

NEW WORLD SYMPHONIES:
How American Culture Changed European Music,
by Jack Sullivan. Illustrated, 262pp. Yale University Press 1999, £20
ISBN 0-300-07231-7
Who can doubt the importance of America for Delius? In a letter to Elgar, of 4
January 1934, he tells how he listened to ‘the beautiful singing in 4-part harmony
of the negroes in their own quarters away at the back of the orange grove’, and that
he considered them to be ‘the most musical people in America’. He also dismisses
‘this Jazz rot’ as ‘a horrible travesty by New York Jews’. (1) There can be no doubt
that the performance of black singers, the atmosphere of Florida, and Virginia, as
well as Whitman’s poetry, made a lasting impression on Delius, and greatly
influenced him. We have only to listen to Sea Drift, Appalachia, and Songs of
Farewell as evidence. Eric Fenby tells us in Fenby On Delius, that Delius first heard
American folk and popular music in Bradford as a boy, when ‘it was all the rage at
the time’. (2)
This book looks at the influence of American literature, music and mythology
on European music. This is not the first time that the influence of America on
Delius’s music has been written about. Philip Jones’s The American Source Of
Delius’s Style looked at this in rather more detail. (3) Delius first visited America in
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his early twenties, stayed for
two years, returned briefly in
1897and never went back
again. He told Eric Fenby;
‘Florida! Ah Florida! I loved
Florida! - the people, the
country – and the silence!’,
also that the real purpose of
his visit had been ‘to try and
resolve the conflict in finding
my own way in music’. It is
not exactly clear that Professor
Sullivan understands the
dilemma faced by Delius. Is
blissful happiness conducive
to creativity for all artists? If
Delius was wholly content in
the world would he have
written great music?
The press release for this
book tells us that Professor
Sullivan has undertaken
interviews with prominent
musicians and intellectuals.
He outlines Delius’s visits to The United States, and has some interesting things to
say about the works which were influenced by American literature or American
settings. Professor Sullivan might have enriched his consideration of Delius by
discussing the impact of the music on American critics. Consideration of the
impression Delius’s music made on American critics is discussed by Don Gillespie
and Robert Beckhard in their important essay in Lionel Carley’s masterly Frederick
Delius; Music, Art And Literature. (5)
Professor Sullivan’s thoughts on Delius’s opera Koanga are interesting. He tells
us that Delius’s Koanga looks at the George Washington Cable story from a black
perspective, whereas Cable’s original tale is seen from a white perspective. This is
speculation of course, and no hard evidence is provided to prove his case. He
suggests that the way the story is adapted proves his point. In contrast to this view,
Eric Fenby felt that Delius was mainly interested in the story of Koanga and
Palmyra in Cable’s novel because of its theme of love and loss. (6) It is suggested
by Professor Sullivan that Delius, as well as Kurt Weill, Hindemith and Dvorak are
all interested in the representation of the struggle against oppression and
discrimination, though only Beckerman’s biography of Dvorak is cited to back up
this claim. Surely there is more to learn about Delius’s thinking on American
literature, and the sufferings of black Americans. Perhaps if the diaries of Alden
Brooks do become available, we may have more information on this aspect.
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It is fairly obvious that at times Professor Sullivan is out of his depth.
Statements such as; ‘In America Delius was Pan’, presumably alluding to Philip
Heseltine’s translation of An Arabesque, and reference to ‘the pagan quality of
Delius’s New World aesthetic’, make little sense. He also suggests parallels
between the vocal music at the end of Appalachia and ‘the voodoo incantations in
Koanga’. He then tells us that in The Song of The High Hills Delius invokes the
poetry of Dowson to ask, ‘Knowest Thou Pan?’ This is not good enough. This
inaccuracy implies a limited knowledge of some important Delius scores, and
literature. The line is of course from An Arabesque.
Professor Sullivan is on safer ground when he considers the influence of
Whitman on Delius. He suggests that Delius felt a particular affinity with
Whitman’s ‘method of composition, his gradual accretion of minutiae into a grand
design’. It is suggested that Delius’s music and Whitman’s poetry were made for
each other, and produced the most original Whitman-inspired artistic
achievements of the English musical renaissance. Professor Sullivan comments
interestingly on the development of Whitman’s poetry which is set by Delius. He
suggests that it is the poet’s mysticism, the rarified ephemeral Whitman to be
found in the later poetry, that attracted Delius, rather than the egalitarianism
which attracted other composers. This commentary on Whitman and Delius is
really the most interesting part of the book.
New World Symphonies considers many kinds of music that have been
influenced by American culture. For lovers of Delius’s music it is frustrating,
because although the author has interesting things to say, particularly in regard to
the influence of Whitman on Delius, it is clear from the book that the author is
unfamiliar with some of Delius’s music and with certain other writings on the
composer. More careful copy editing would avoid minor errors such as misnaming
Delius’s father ‘Julian’ rather than ‘Julius’.
Paul Chennell

REFERENCES
1 Lionel Carley: Delius: A Life in Letters 1909-34, Scolar Press 1988, p437
2 Stephen Lloyd (ed): Fenby on Delius, Thames 1996, p 127
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4 Lloyd, as (2), p 126
5 Don Gillespie & Robert Beckhard: On Hearing The First Delius in America: Critical
Reaction to Frederick Delius’s Music in the United States 1909-1920, in Lionel Carley
(ed): Frederick Delius; Music, Art and Literature, Ashgate 1998
6 Lloyd, as (2), p 28
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Percy Grainger by John Bird.
Oxford University Press 1999. Hardback. 379pp. 33 plates.
ISBN 0 19 816652 4.325. First Edition reviewed in DSJ 56 (July 1977).
We were delighted to see John
Bird at the Society’s Annual
Lunch last June, when I took the
opportunity to mention the
reappearance of what I termed
‘the standard work on Percy
Grainger’. I believe that it is,
although when the book was
first published in 1976 he was
careful to suggest that it was not
a definitive biography but rather
‘a preliminary exercise’ for one.
That disclaimer has been
dropped from the preface to the
new edition, and if that indicates
an acceptance on his part of what
seems obvious to the book’s
many admirers then I am glad.
After all, you cannot do better
than to have your work
welcomed in unusually glowing
personal terms by people such as
Benjamin Britten and Peter Pears – ‘We are grateful to him’ – or by Ken Russell,
whose fulsome ‘One of the best biographies ever!’ is somehow Graingeresque in
spirit. Our own Eric Fenby’s cooler language hardly masked his evident
enthusiasm for the book’s ‘fine scrutiny’ of the friend he knew to be ‘a flawed
genius’. ‘Its insights are unlikely to be surpassed’, he went on, before adding
enigmatically,‘Grainger’s spirit should now be appeased’.
This shiny-new reissue is as handsome as can be with its more modern typeface and beautifully reproduced illustrations, many of them new. In addition, the
author assures us that ‘fresh insights and some recently discovered facts have been
added and other sections corrected, substantially rewritten or augmented and, of
course, the appendices’ – which were always quite invaluable – ‘have been
expanded and brought up to date’. Need I say more? Anyone who has never
owned this magnificent study should not hesitate a moment longer. I only wish it
had been available a few years ago when in the wake of a BBC programme on
Grainger a great number of listeners wrote in to ask for recommendable reading
as a follow-up: alas, by then earlier editions were hard to come by.
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In the booklet for Simon Rattle’s Grainger CD In a Nutshell I wrote (and
perhaps may be excused for repeating): ‘Grainger was … a man ahead of his time,
in his thinking as much as in his approach to music. He was an innovator, a man
of original genius mixed in with a touch of madness, whose destiny it was to be
viewed as an eccentric who composed novelty pieces that became hugely popular.
Many people’s perception of him is coloured by that handful of minor orchestral
ear-ticklers, but in recent times some of the less well-known manifestations of his
genius have been unearthed and played and a more serious assessment of this
many-sided figure has begun’. I am in no doubt that John Bird’s study of the
composer has contributed greatly to that welcome upsurge of interest.
Lyndon Jenkins
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NEWS FROM AMERICA
THE DELIUS SOCIETY, PHILADELPHIA BRANCH, CLOSES ITS 1998-99
SEASON WITH A GALA CONCERT AT LONGWOOD GARDENS,
KENNETT SQUARE, PENNSYLVANIA
Returning every three years, The Delius Society appeared on 16 May 1999 for the
sixth time since 1984 at one of the nation’s showplaces, Longwood Gardens.
Originally the country estate of Pierre S. duPont, Longwood is famous for its 1,050
acres of spectacular gardens and fountains as well as its outdoor theatre (with its
own stage fountains and water curtain) and the ballroom with its 1930 Aeolian
concert organ of 146 ranks plus a percussion division.
For this year’s concert, The Delius Society
presented soprano Suzanne Hickman, a
colleague of Nora Sirbaugh’s at The College
of New Jersey; piano accompanist Larissa
Korkina; and Delius Society member Michael
Stairs, who presided at the organ console on
which he has made numerous recordings
including a Delius organ CD. A capacity
crowd of about 350 enjoyed the one-and-ahalf-hour concert which opened with William
Mathias’s Fanfare for organ featuring the
stunning big reeds and which was followed
by Dom Gregory Murray’s transcription of
Delius’s A Song Before Sunrise which Michael
Stairs has recorded on this organ. Following
quickly, Miss Hickman offered a delightful
Suzanne Hickman
rendition of Bishop’s ‘Lo! Hear the Gentle
Lark’ with Mr. Stairs providing the imitation
of the lark on the organ’s charming flutes. Miss Hickman was then joined by Miss
Korkina in songs by Purcell, Head, Quilter, and Hely-Hutchinson. Quilter’s ‘Love’s
Philosophy’ was only one selection demonstrating Larissa Korkina’s expert
accompanying skills; she had won prizes for accompanying in major competitions
in the former Soviet Union. Miss Hickman’s frequent charming commentary to the
audience prepared them for the ‘grand oratorio’ style aped in Hely-Hutchinson’s
‘Old Mother Hubbard’, which brought down the house.
Mr. Stairs pleased the audience greatly with a local, if not United States,
première of James Brown’s transcription of Sir Edward German’s Coronation March
and Hymn and followed that by accompanying Miss Hickman in a ravishing
performance of Haydn Wood’s ‘Roses of Picardy’ which most of those present had
probably never heard done live. Miss Korkina further demonstrated her superb
artistry at the piano in a group of songs by Warlock (‘The Birds’), Delius (‘The
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Nightingale’), Walton, and Britten. Miss Hickman captivated the audience again
with her beguiling rendition of the Warlock which she has known for many years.
Following the Quilter, Miss Hickman demonstrated the original version of ‘Old Sir
Faulk’ from Façade and then did the vocal version to the delight of all. The
amusing, quick ‘Oliver Cromwell’ brought a lot of laughs, and Miss Hickman’s
diction here and throughout the entire concert was exemplary.
Returning to the console, Michael Stairs then gave the US première of Ian
Venables’s Rhapsody for Organ, Op. 25 (subtitled ‘In Memoriam Herbert Howells’)
which showed off the lush voices of the organ once again. Then came a huge
crowd-pleaser in the form of a no-stops-barred reading of Parry’s Bridal March
from The Birds of Aristophanes that drew cheers. To close, as usual, Miss Hickman
joined Michael in Elgar’s ‘Land of Hope and Glory’ with audience participation in
the second chorus after each of the two verses. Suzanne soared up to a high C on
the last note, capping the full resources of this mighty organ complete with the
percussion stops. A standing ovation from the thrilled audience said it all. It was
a great day for English music and The Delius Society. A dinner for members and
guests followed at the Concordville Inn a few miles away.
Bill Marsh
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OBITUARY
Mel Tormé (13 September 1925 – 5 June 1999)
Melvin Howard Tormé was born in Chicago, the
son of a Jewish Russian immigrant, William Torma,
whose name had been mistakenly altered by an
Ellis Island official. Named after the film actor
Melvyn Douglas, the young Tormé showed an
aptitude for music at an early age. His mother
Betty demonstrated new sheet music at
Woolworths and by the age of four Mel had already
learnt a number of songs by heart. It was at this
age that he was spotted singing at a restaurant
table and invited to sing with the Coon-Sanders
Original Nighthawk Orchestra. Mel became a
regular Monday night performer earning $15 a
time. When he was six he joined a children’s revue which played in neighbourhood
theatres and at the Chicago World Fair in 1933. Until his voice broke, he was one
of the busiest child actors in Chicago, noted for his mimicking skills. He had a wide
repertoire of accents and film star impersonations. On radio he appeared from
1933 to 1941 in serial programmes such as ‘Jack Armstrong, the All-American Boy’.
By the age of 15, Mel had learnt to play the drums, added the accent to his
surname, and was already writing songs. He auditioned for Harry James, singing
one of his own compositions called Lament to Love, and although he was invited to
tour with the James band, he was unable to do so because he would have needed
to be accompanied by a full time tutor. James went on to record the song
successfully. Just before his 17th birthday he joined the band led by Chico Marx, as
singer, vocal arranger and later drummer, staying with the band until it broke up.
In 1943 came his film debut, with a small role in Higher and Higher starring
Frank Sinatra. It was after this that he took over a vocal group called the School
Kids, and rechristened them as Mel Tormé and the Mel-Tones. During the war he
served in the Army, but upon discharge he resumed his career with the Mel-Tones
and in 1946 they had a success recording I Got the Sun in the Morning with Artie
Shaw. That year also saw perhaps Tormé’s greatest success as a songwriter, when
Nat King Cole recorded his composition The Christmas Song. He liked to recall
later that this song, also known as Chestnuts Roasting an Open Fire, was written in
just 40 minutes on a sweltering July afternoon in Los Angeles. To date, there have
been 1,743 versions of this song recorded.
He was only 21 when he appeared as a soloist at the Copacabana in New York
and a local disc jockey gave him the nickname ‘Velvet Fog’, a sobriquet which he
detested but which stayed with him all his life. In 1949 he joined Capitol as a solo
artist and had his only No 1 hit with Careless Hands. In Britain his biggest success
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came with his 1954 rendition of Mountain Greenery.
In 1955 he met the jazz producer Red Clyde and decided to switch gears and
move towards jazz. From then on he alternated between studio and live albums
with mixed success. The next two decades were a frustrating period of dues-paying
in which he moved from record company to record company. But, his reputation
as a jazz singer continued to grow based on his live performances. In 1976 he won
an Edison award for best male singer and a Downbeat award for best male jazz
singer.
During the 1960’s Tormé performed less and worked for much of the time as
television producer. He was the host of the first daytime talk show. Then in the
mid 1970’s, after unhappy periods recording for Atlantic and Columbia, he
returned to the cabaret and concert circuit. It was the triumphant 1977 Carnegie
Hall concert with George Shearing and Gerry Mulligan that Tormé considered to
be the turning point in his life. He later recorded five albums with fellow Delius
Society member Shearing, whose cool romantic pianism perfectly complimented
his serene vocal style. Shearing later remarked,‘It is impossible to imagine a more
compatible musical partner. We were two bodies of one musical mind’.
Late in his career, Tormé received additional attention through the television
series ‘Night Court’, in which the central character Judge Harry Stone was an
unabashed fan.
As well as being an actor, composer, singer and multi-instrumentalist, Tormé
also wrote books. Writing under the pseudonym Wesley Butler Wyatt, he published
a western called Dollarhide (1955), and notably a memoir of his time working with
Judy Garland called The Other Side of the Rainbow (1970). In 1988 he published his
autobiography It Wasn’t All Velvet.
A member of The Delius Society since the 1970’s, Tormé, a lifelong devotee of
the composer, was ‘always looking for a reason to try to propagate the music of
Delius’. Appearing at The Talk of The Town in 1976, he took the time to attend the
AGM that year, and kindly invited the Editor of the Journal, Christopher Redwood,
to his London flat the following week. The full and interesting account of their
meeting can be found in DSJ No 55, and Tormé’s enthusiasm for Delius is evident.
Of particular interest are his recollections of working with George Shearing and
their integration and weaving of snatches of Delius into their music. His account
of how he used themes from First Cuckoo, Brigg Fair and Appalachia in his
arrangement of It Might as well be Spring makes fascinating reading.
It is perhaps for his live performances showcasing his phenomenal ability to
extemporise on a variety of themes, both vocally and instrumentally, that he will
be best remembered. The Society has lost a distinguished member, a modest and
likeable man who considered Frederick Delius to be ‘head and shoulders above
any composer’.
Jane Armour-Chélu
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UNVEILING OF
DELIUS COMMEMORATIVE PLAQUE
44 Belsize Park Gardens, London NW3, June 1999

David Lloyd Jones, Chairman of the Delius Trust, alongside the new plaque at
44 Belsize Park Gardens
(English Heritage)

At a small ceremony held on 3 June,
an English Heritage blue plaque was
unveiled, high up above the portico
of the house at 44 Belsize Park
Gardens in which Frederick and
Jelka Delius rented an apartment
from October 1918 to July 1919.
Members of the Trust and the
Society, and their guests, attended.
The unveiling was performed by our
President, Felix Aprahamian, who
afterwards addressed the gathering.
He had been introduced by David
Lloyd Jones, Chairman of the Trust.

Felix Aprahamian addresses the
gathering after unveiling the plaque
(English Heritage)
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The guests included three members of the Delius family, who had just returned
from the 46th gathering of the Delius Familien Verbinden held at Potsdam, and
attended by 180 members of the Delius clan. They had learned of plans for the
commorative plaque from Eberhard Delius, the current President of the Familien
Verbinden. The Delius family of Bielefeld, regarded as the foremost family of that
city, is still involved in the production of textiles, although now of modern types.

Three Deliuses at the unveiling ceremony.
From left to right, Caroline Delius, her cousin David Delius, and his daughter
Catherine Delius
(Brian Radford)

After the ceremony, the members of
the Trust, and some others who had
attended, repaired to a nearby hotel
for a reception. During the course of
this, a presentation was made by
Lyndon Jenkins, on behalf of the
Society, to Felix Aprahamian, to mark
his 85th birthday. This took the form
of a framed photograph of Sir Thomas
Beecham’s 80th birthday luncheon
held in London on 1 May 1959. This
revealed our President among the 350
guests present on that occasion,
together with members of the Delius
Trust (Sir Thomas Armstrong, Philip
Emanuel and Norman Millar), and
other personalities who were later to
become Vice-Presidents of The Delius
Society (Lord Boothby, Sir Charles
Groves, Stanford Robinson and
Norman del Mar).

Chairman Lyndon Jenkins presents the
framed photograph to our President, Felix
Aprahamian
(Brian Radford)
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THE 1999 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
‘When a man is tired of London, he is tired of life; for there is in London all that life
can afford’. Well maybe! but Samuel Johnson hadn’t suffered the M25 and M40 or
the London Underground. My wife and I had decided to come down on Friday
evening and stay with our daughter in South London. It seemed like a good idea at
the time, but we practically ground to a halt in Central London and as relations
became slightly frayed, I would willingly have turned round and headed back to
Haworth in West Yorkshire. However, we did reach our daughter and a civilizing
glass of wine (or two) put things in perspective.
The following day, after being levered in and out of the Tube between Victoria and
Piccadilly, matters took a distinct upturn as we stepped into warm sunshine and
strolled towards the RAF Club where the annual lunch was to take place. We are so
lucky to have our meeting there, courtesy of Tony Lindsey. His arrangements and
general management of the day were impeccable, from the preliminary gathering,
the excellent meal in the light and airy dining room, the AGM, to the farewell drink
in the cosy basement bar.
The initial gathering, as ever, was most pleasant. There were 79 members
attending, many for the first time. We enjoyed a convivial drink and renewal of
acquaintanceship with many friends, particularly those who had been in Jacksonville
in March for that truly memorable occasion, the 39th Annual Delius Association of
Florida Festival.
After lunch, our Chairman, Lyndon Jenkins welcomed members and guests, in
particular Daphne Odin-Pearse, Paul Brooks and our chief guest, Lady Barbirolli. In
the course of his remarks, one item was of particular interest. Lyndon has made a

Lady Barbirolli with Lyndon Jenkins
(Paul Limming)
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convert to the Delian cause of Vladimir Ashkenazy. An exaggeration! But he will be
including Eventyr in his Birmingham concert at Symphony Hall on 22 November.
The Society has been blessed in its Chairmen and I must pay tribute to Lyndon,
whose unfailing good humour and firm but benign guidance of our meetings are an
object lesson in the art of chairmanship.
A welcome feature of the AGM are the series of conversations with eminent
musicians. This year the 88-year-old Lady Barbirolli was our guest of honour. As
Evelyn Rothwell she had a long and distinguished career as an oboist, both as an
international soloist and later as a much sought-after teacher. Physically a little frail,
she was anything but in her manner and conversation. Prompted by Lyndon she
spoke about her life and career and of course we were specially interested to hear
about her views on Delius, whose music she obviously loved, as did her husband
Sir John whose many recordings revealed him as a great Delius conductor. The
conversation, reminiscences and anecdotes were greatly enjoyed and I’m sure could
have gone on much longer if time had allowed. Everyone present could only echo
the remarks of George Little who warmly thanked our guest and spoke of his great
debt to Sir John whose Bradford concerts with the Hallé Orchestra he had attended
in his youth.
After a short break for tea and biscuits the business part of the day began. Most
of the items on the agenda proceeded smoothly. The Society is in rude health with
membership in excess of 520 and increasing. The two flourishing Branches –
Midlands and West of England – both have good attendance and a strong

The auction.
The artist and the auctioneer at left.
(Jilly Little)
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programme of meetings. Richard Kitching and Ron Prentice, respective Chairmen
of the Branches, gave full, interesting and entertaining reports. Regret was also
expressed at the demise of the Northern Branch.
The Chairman regretfully had to announce that for a variety of reasons, and
despite considerable efforts on the part of the Committee, the 2000 AGM proposed
for Grez would not now be held there. A suitable venue has still to be decided upon.
One of our members, Ray Osborne, had painted a lovely picture of the Delius
house at Grez, as seen from the garden. This skilful and historic representation of a
location, so beloved of many members fortunate to visit it, had been on display and
was greatly admired by all present. It had been very generously donated by the artist,
to be auctioned and the proceeds given to Society funds. The Auction was presided
over by Bill Thornton, to the manner born, who kept the bidding going briskly. In
the end the picture was snapped up by Brian Radford, I believe as a present for his
wife.
It was a most enjoyable day.
Derek Bell
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MISCELLANY
Delius at the Proms, 1999
This year, Delius was represented at the BBC Henry Wood Promenade Concerts by
a single work, The Walk to the Paradise Garden, which was performed by the BBC
Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Mark Elder, on Tuesday 31 August. Also on
the programme were works by Stravinsky (Circus Polka), Weir (Natural History –
European première) and Strauss (Symphonia Domestica). Matthew Rye wrote in
the Daily Telegraph as follows:
‘A more countrified air [ie than had been established by the Stravinsky or Weir
pieces – Ed] was conjured up by Delius’s Brigg Fair – and what a pleasure to hear
one of his works in the concert hall for once, especially in such a passionate
interpretation as that by Mark Elder. The BBC Philharmonic’s woodwind soloists
were especially fine and the whole had a pungency that belied the perceived
wishy-washy pastoralism for which the composer is often wrongly remembered.’
Delius’s String Quartet (1919)
Robert Threlfall writes:
‘Delius’s String Quartet has had an increasing number of recent performances,
and the new recording by the Bridge Quartet is due to appear in the year 2000. It
is good to learn, therefore, that Stainer & Bell have published a new edition of the
study score, after several years during which it has been unavailable. This new
edition is in octave size and thus easier to read than the old miniature score. Not
only have all the headings and directions been reset, which makes a tidier result,
but Eric Fenby’s detailed editing completes Delius’s own original directions and
makes for better balance in the often fast-moving texture. An effort has also been
made to correct all the errors of the earlier edition, after careful examination of the
original manuscripts.’
Ellington and Delius
Dick De Pauw, Ellington’s tour manager, shortly after the Duke and his Orchestra
sailed from England to New York on 3rd August 1933:
‘The Duke has developed an intense regard for the works of Delius and has taken
back to America a whole bundle of scores to study. If ever he gets time to absorb
them it would be intensely interesting to hear the reaction of one of the world’s
most refined musicians.’
Mercer Ellington, the Duke’s only son:
‘There was one English composer – and that’s about the only time I’ve ever heard
him absolutely point out something he liked. And, in fact, I heard him say this
twice: if it was painting it was Monet and most of the artists around the
Renaissance period. And Delius was the one person he liked so much in music.’
The above edited extracts are taken from Duke Ellington by Stewart Nicholson,
published in April 1998 by Sidgwick & Jackson, price then £20.00.
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Delius, the brass band and ‘Sibelius’
Alan Gout, a professional musician living in Richmond, Surrey, writes that he is
engaged on a project to arrange a number of pieces by Delius for brass band, using
the computer programme ‘Sibelius’. One of these, On Hearing the First Cuckoo in
Spring, was well advanced at the time of writing. Members who attended the
Delius Society Meeting in London on 18 March (a report of which appears in this
issue of the DSJ) will recall that on that occasion he performed his arrangement of
the Serenade from Hassan for trombone and piano, with Tony Summers
accompanying.
‘A Nietzschean Libretto’
The Editor is grateful to Robert Threlfall for the following note:
‘There is an extended and very thorough study of the words set in A Mass of Life
by the late Derrick Puffett in Music and Letters Vol 79 No 2 (May 1998), entitled ‘A
Nietzschean Libretto: Delius and the text for A Mass of Life.’
‘The supposedly extinct budgerigar’
Thanks to member Ron Kirkman, who lives in Switzerland, for drawing our
attention to an article about Florida by Robert Craft which appeared in The Times
Literary Supplement of 29 January 1999. Mr Craft seems to believe that Delius’s
plantation house in Solano Grove was burned down. This, and certain other
assertions, might well be disputed by our friends of the Delius Association of
Florida!
‘Music, literature and the arts will no doubt thrive in Florida, but it cannot
honestly be said that they do at present. Frederick Delius and Ernst von Dohnányi
are the only composers of any consequence to have lived there. Recently Ellen
Taaffe Zwilich, Florida born and educated, has become prominent. Delius’s now
burned-down plantation house, at Solano Grove, abutting the St Johns River, is
where D H Lawrence, Bertrand Russell and the young Aldous Huxley planned to
establish their pantisocracy during the First World War. It became a museum, but
can still be visited, in a forest where we have seen the supposedly extinct
budgerigar.’
Special Offer to Members
For a limited period, Somm Recordings, whose catalogue leaflet accompanies this
Journal, is offering members of The Delius Society the opportunity to purchase
items from the catalogue at £9.00 per CD (including postage and packing). The
overseas rate is £11.00 (incl. p&p). Please contact Somm Recordings at 13
Riversdale Road, Thames Ditton, Surrey KT7 0QL; tel.: 0181 398 1586; fax: 0181
339 0981; email: sales@somm-recordings.demon.co.uk.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Sir:
This year being the centenary of the birth of the British film director, Alfred
Hitchcock, the BBC is showing many of his movies. In early August I saw a
fragment of one shown on BBC2: Saboteur, starring Robert Cummings, which was
made in 1942, three years after ‘Hitch’left the UK to live in America. It is a thriller,
and the story revolves around Nazi sympathiser activities in the USA at the height
of World War II. Cummings, the hero, is wrongly pursued by the police as a
sympathiser, a case of mistaken identity.
The fragment I saw showed his arrival at an isolated house, where he is invited
in by the occupier who one later learns is blind. Conversing with Cummings, he
then walks over to his grand piano and begins to play, asking his uninvited guest
if he recognises the piece; not waiting for a reply he tells him it is by a British
composer (you’ve guessed it!), adding that the title of the piece is Summer Night on
the River.
I then had to leave for an appointment, and so was left with lots of questions.
Was Hitch a fan of Fred’s? Why was this included in the movie, as it appeared to
have no significance to the plot? If Hitch was not a fan, was someone else involved
in the movie a devotee? Readers will wish to add their own questions.
Has anyone anything to add to this fascinating story? And has anyone a video
copy, so I can see the film in its entirety? For I cannot imagine it’ll be shown again
for ages.
Roy Price

Sir:
Peter Ratcliffe (DSJ 124, p 45) quotes Roland Gibson’s speculation on a possible
César Franck influence on Delius. Peter suggests this might have been by way of
d’Indy; I wonder if Chausson may have been such a link, as his idiom is closer to
that of Delius. Chausson, that good and generous man who helped Debussy early
in his career, was probably the channel of a Franckish influence on the young
Debussy. Chausson’s death, aged 44, in a cycling accident (35 years to the day
before Delius’s death) was a tragic loss to French music; I hope that in this, the
centenary year, his music will be worthily celebrated.
Tony Noakes
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
AND SOCIAL GATHERING - 2000
Many of you who attended either of the last two Annual General Meetings will
know that it had been the Society’s intention to hold the Millennium AGM/Social
Gathering at Grez-sur-Loing. Sadly, for the reasons explained by the Chairman in
Newsletter 8, this plan has had to be abandoned. In its place, we are currently
investigating the possibility of holding a one-day event at a central UK location
which we hope will be more easily accessible for members North and South. It
will comprise the usual formal lunch, the AGM, and also a special musical event or
events to celebrate the new century. Your committee is working on this project
now and, as soon as more information is available, you will be informed either
through your local branch or via Newsletter 9.
These plans for 2000 are being undertaken in the light of the news that in 2001 a
performance of Delius’s A Mass of Life, conducted by Sir Charles Mackerras, is to
open the Three Choirs Festival at Gloucester (Sunday 19 August). I have already
taken the precaution of making a block booking of accommodation at the
Hatherley Manor Hotel near Gloucester where we had such a successful weekend
in 1998. This is an early date for your diary.
• STOP PRESS! • AGM date in 2000, Saturday 3 June •
Anthony Lindsey
Honorary Secretary
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DELIUS RADIO LISTINGS
FOR MARCH TO AUGUST 1999
March

Sunday 7, Radio 3
Brigg Fair
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham
Monday 8, Radio 3 (repeated Monday 15)
Sounding the Century: Composer of the Week
Presented by Paul Guinery
Idylle de Printemps
BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra conducted by Jerzy Maksymiuk
In a Summer Garden
LSO conducted by Anthony Collins
Violin Sonata, Op posth
Tasmin Little (violin), Piers Lane (piano)
Tuesday 9, Radio 3 (repeated Tuesday 16)
Sounding the Century: Composer of the Week
Presented by Paul Guinery
Violin Sonata No 1
Tasmin Little (violin), Piers Lane (piano)
Poem of Life and Love (first performance)
BBC Concert Orchestra conducted by Vernon Handley
A Song of Summer
Hallé Orchestra conducted by Vernon Handley
Wednesday 10, Radio 3 (repeated Wednesday 17)
Sounding the Century: Composer of the Week
Presented by Paul Guinery
Violin Sonata No 2
Tasmin Little (Violin), Piers Lane (piano)
Cynara
John Shirley-Quirk (baritone)
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic conducted by Sir Charles Groves
A Song Before Sunrise
RPO conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham
Wednesday 10, Radio 3
The Magic Fountain
(Performance recorded Saturday 6, Theatre Royal Glasgow)
Stephen Allen (tenor), Anne Mason (soprano)
Scottish Opera Chorus and Orchestra
conducted by Richard Armstrong
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Thursday 11, Radio 3 (repeated Thursday 18)
Sounding the Century: Composer of the Week
Presented by Paul Guinery
Violin Sonata No 3
Albert Sammons (violin), Kathleen Long (piano)
Incidental Music: Folkeraadet
BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra conducted by Jerzy Maksymiuk
A Village Romeo and Juliet (excerpts)
Lorely Dyer (soprano), Rene Soames (tenor)
Royal Philharmonic conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham
Friday 12, Radio 3 (repeated Friday 19)
Sounding the Century: Composer of the Week
Presented by Paul Guinery
Margot la Rouge (prelude)
BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra conducted by Jerzy Maksymiuk
The Homeward Journey; The Nightingale
Ian Partridge (tenor), Jennifer Partridge (piano)
Songs of Farewell
Ambrosian Singers conducted by Eric Fenby
Double Concerto
Tasmin Little (Violin), Raphael Wallfisch (cello)
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic conducted by Sir Charles Mackerras
Friday 12, Classic FM (repeated Saturday 13)
Violin Concerto
Tasmin Little (violin)
Welsh National Opera Orchestra conducted by
Sir Charles Mackerras
Sunday 14, Radio 3
’Cello Concerto
Jacqueline du Pré
Royal Philharmonic conducted by Sir Malcolm Sargent
Sunday 14, Radio 3
Sea Drift
Bryn Terfel (baritone)
Waynflete Singers, Southern Voices, Bournemouth Symphony Chorus
and Orchestra conducted by Richard Hickox
Thursday 18, Classic FM (repeated Saturday 20)
In a Summer Garden
LSO conducted by Barry Wordsworth
Sunday 21, Radio 3
Over the Hills and Far Away
BBC Concert Orchestra conducted by Stewart Bedford
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Monday 22, Radio 3
Live from BBC Maida Vale studios
Dance Rhapsody No 1
Prelude and Idyll
Four Old English Lyrics
North Country Sketches
Andrew Davis (piano), Lisa Milne (soprano)
Ashley Holland (baritone)
BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Andrew Davis
Interval talk: ‘Delius and Yorkshire’ by Lyndon Jenkins
April

Thursday 1, Radio 3
Violin Sonata No 1
Tasmin Little (violin), Piers Lane (piano)
Tuesday 6, Radio 3
String Quartet (1888)
Bridge Quartet
Wednesday 7, Classic FM
Violin Concerto
Tasmin Little (violin)
Welsh National Opera Orchestra conducted by
Sir Charles Mackerras
Thursday 8, Radio 3
On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring
BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Vernon Handley
Sunday 25, Radio 3
A Song of Summer
Conducted by Sir John Barbirolli

May

Tuesday 4, Radio 3
On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring
BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Andrew Davis
Wednesday 5, Radio 3
Hassan Suite (arr. Fenby)
BBC Philharmonic conducted by Richard Hickox
Sunday 9, Radio 3
Dance Rhapsody No 2
Royal Philharmonic conducted by Eric Fenby
Sunday 16, Radio 3
A Song Before Sunrise
London Philharmonic conducted by Vernon Handley
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Thursday 27, Radio 3
Violin Concerto
Stephen Bryant (violin)
BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Vernon Handley
June

Tuesday 1, Classic FM
In a Summer Garden
BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Andrew Davis
Sunday 13, Radio 3
To Be Sung of a Summer Night on the Water
Cambridge Singers conducted by John Rutter
Monday 14, Radio 3
A Late Lark
Monday 28, Radio 3
The Walk to the Paradise Garden (A Village Romeo and Juliet)
Bournemouth Sinfonietta conducted by Richard Hickox

July

Thursday 22, Radio 3
Brigg Fair
Royal Philharmonic conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham
Monday 26, Radio 3
Norwegian Suite (Folkeraadet)
BBC Concert Orchestra conducted by Ashley Lawrence

August

Tuesday 31, Radio 3
BBC Proms 99
Brigg Fair
BBC Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Mark Elder
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
The Editor is grateful to Miss Marjorie Dickinson, Secretary to the Delius Trust, for
assistance in compiling the following listing. He would be grateful to hear from
any member who knows of an event suitable for future inclusion in this column.
Please note that some of the earlier events have already taken place; they are
included for the sake of establishing as complete a record as possible.
1999
Saturday 7 February at 7.30pm
Jacksons Lane Theatre, 269A Archway Road, London N6
Music Past and Present
Artists: Neil Heyde and Junko Kobayashi
Romance for ’Cello and Piano
Saturday 27 March at 7.30pm
Westborough Methodist Church, Scarborough
Music by Yorkshiremen
The Scarborough Orchestra, conducted by Geoffrey Emerson
The Walk to the Paradise Garden
On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring
(with works by Sir William Sterndale Bennett, Haydn Wood, John Hebden and
Arthur Wood)
Sunday 28 March at 3.00pm
Assembly House, Theatre Street, Norwich
Norfolk and Norwich Music Club
Belcea String Quartet
Late Swallows (String Quartet[1916])
Monday 12 April at 7.30pm
Corn Exchange, Bedford
Bedfordshire County Youth Second Orchestra, conducted by Ian Smith
Florida Suite
Friday 7 May at 7.30pm
Ecclesfield School, Duffield
Music at Duffield
Louise Jones (violin) and Gordon Back (piano)
Sonata No 3
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Friday 23 July at 8.00pm
School Concert Hall, Fishgard
Fishgard International Music Festival
Tasmin Little (violin) and Martin Roscoe (piano)
Sonata in B major
Saturday 31 July at 7.30pm
Royal College of Music, London
Norman Del Mar Trubute Concert (on the 80th anniversary of his birth)
The North Downs Music Group, conducted by Jonathan Butcher
The Walk to the Paradise Garden
Tuesday 21 September at 7.15pm
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING
British Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London W1
An evening with our Chairman, Lyndon Jenkins
(The first meeting of the 1999/2000 season)
Saturday 2 October at 6.30pm
DELIUS SOCIETY (MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING
Gwen and Graham Parsons,‘Derwent Ridge’, Bullhurst Lane, Weston
Underwood, Derby
Chairman’s Evening with Lyndon Jenkins
(The first meeting of the 1999/2000 season)
Sunday 3 October
Cliffs Pavilion, Westcliff-on-Sea
New Queen’s Hall Orchestra
(Conductor and soloist not advised)
Violin Concerto
Saturday 9 October
Milton Keynes Theatre
Milton Keynes City Orchestra, conducted by Hilary Davan Wetton
The Walk to the Paradise Garden
Sunday 10 October at 7.00pm
Wigmore Hall, London
The Nash Ensemble, Paul Watkins (’cello), John Mark Ainsley (tenor)
‘The Nash Collection’
’Cello Sonata
(With works by Bridge, Bax and Vaughan Williams)
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Saturday 16 October at 2.00pm
DELIUS SOCIETY (WEST OF ENGLAND BRANCH) MEETING
Arts Centre, Kings Hall School, Kingston Road, Taunton
Somerset County Orchestra and guests
A rehearsal and play-through of North Country Sketches
Saturday 16 October at 7.30pm
North Staffordshire Triennial Music Festival 1999
Centenary Choral and Orchestral Concert
Victoria Hall, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent
Laurence Albert, baritone
Ceramic City Choir and the Elgar Chorale, and BBC Philharmonic Orchestra,
conducted by Donald Hunt
Sea Drift
Daybreak from Florida Suite
(with works by Coleridge-Taylor and Dvorak)
(Performance preceded at 6.00pm by a talk given by Lyndon Jenkins)
Saturday 23 October at 7.00pm
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, NY, USA
Philharmonia Virtuosi, Music Director Richard Kapp
Two Pieces for Small Orchestra
(with works by Haydn, Rautavaara and Paulus)
Sunday 24 October at 2.30pm
DELIUS SOCIETY (PHILADELPHIA BRANCH) MEETING
The Ethical Society Bldg, 1906 S. Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia
120th Anniversary Concert in memory of Cyril Scott (1879-1970)
Desmond Cyril Scott, son of the composer (speaker), John David Miles (baritone), Laura Ward (piano), Davyd Booth (violin), Michael Stairs (piano)
Nietzsche Lieder
‘Song of the Lyre’ from A Mass of Life
(With works by Cyril Scott)
Tuesday 26 October at 7.15pm
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING
British Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London W1
Leslie Head talks about his life in music and conducting the works of Delius and
other English composers
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Thursday 28, Friday 29 and Saturday 30 October, all at 8.00pm
Academy of Music, Broad & Locust Streets, Philadelphia, PA, USA
The Philadelphia Orchestra, conducted by Sir Andrew Davis
Brigg Fair
(other work: Mahler’s 5th Symphony)
Friday 29 October only at 6.45pm: pre-concert conversation with Sir Andrew
Davis and Simon Woods, Artistic Administrator of The Philadelphia Orchestra.
Presentation of Honorary Life Membership Certificate to Sir Andrew Davis by
Davyd Booth, Vice Chairman of The Delius Society (Philadelphia Branch)
Thursday 28 October at 7.45pm
Dorking Halls
Millennium Concert
Slater Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Christopher Slater
Paris
(with two other works composed in 1899: Elgar’s Enigma Variations and Sibelius’s
Symphony 1)
Pre-concert talk at 6.45pm, given by Felix Aprahamian
Saturday 6 November at 2pm
DELIUS SOCIETY (WEST OF ENGLAND BRANCH) MEETING
Archbishop Cranmer Community Primary School, Cranmer Road, Taunton,
Devon
‘Through Norway in Delius’s Footsteps’
Roger Buckley
Saturday 6 November at 6.30pm
DELIUS SOCIETY (MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING
‘Ravensdale’, 41 Bullhurst Lane, Weston Underwood, Derby DE6 4PA
(Members wishing to attend please notify Richard Kitching at the above address,
tel: 01335 360798, by 23 October)
‘Historic Delius BBC Archive Recordings’
Paul Guinery
Saturday 13 November at 7.30pm
The English Fancie (the first of four programmes, entitled ‘The War Years’)
Holywell Music Room, Oxford
Camarada, with Joseph Spooner (’cello) and Mark Fielding (piano)
’Cello Sonata
With works (including ‘Fantasy’ pieces) by Bridge, Howells, Bax, Rawsthorne and
Britten
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Sunday 14 November at 7.45pm
Malvern Theatres – New Space
Chandos Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Michael Lloyd, soloist Matthew
Denton (violin)
Violin Concerto
Saturday 20 November
Theater Trier, Trier, Germany
(Artists not specified)
Koanga
The staged performance will utilise a new German translation of the libretto.
Further performances are scheduled to take place on 24 and 26 November, 4 and
21 December 1999, and 8 January, 8 February 2000.
Further details from Anja Gewalt, Theater Trier, Postfach 34 70, 54224 Trier,
Germany; telephone 00 49 651 1465
Monday 22 November at 8.00pm
Symphony Hall, Birmingham
Philharmonia Orchestra, conducted by Vladimir Ashkenazy
Eventyr
Monday 22 November at 7.45pm
Library Theatre, St George’s Square, Luton
Luton Music Club – Music on Mondays
Priya Mitchell (violin); Robert Kulek (piano)
Sonata in B major
Thursday 25 November at 7.15pm
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING
British Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London W1
‘Nothing so Charming as Musick’ – an illustrated talk on the life of Frederic
Austin, singer, composer, teacher, and friend of Delius, by his grandson, Martin
Lee-Browne
Sunday 28 November at 7.30pm
Castle Manor School, Eastern Avenue, Haverhill, Suffolk
Haverhill Sinfonia, conducted by Kevin Hill, soloist Jamie Walton (’cello)
’Cello Concerto
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Sunday 28 November at 7.30pm
H G Wells Suite, Woking
Woking Concert Society
Bridge Quartet
String Quartet (1888) (Adagio and Finale)
Tuesday 14 December at 8.00pm
Eton College School Hall
Windsor and Eton Choral Society, Windsor Festival Orchestra conducted by
Ralph Allwood, soloist James Rutherford (baritone)
Sea Drift
2000
Sunday 16 January at 4.00pm
Royal Northern College of Music, Manchester
RNCM QuartetFest 2000 Tea Concert
Artists: the prize-winning Senior Student Quartet
String Quartet (1916)
Sunday 23 January at 4.00 pm
DELIUS SOCIETY (PHILADELPHIA BRANCH) MEETING
Carmel Presbyterian Church, 100 Edge Hill Road, Glenside, PA, USA
20th-Century British music for Organ and Harpsichord
Davyd Booth (harpsichord); Lee F Milhous (organ)
Dance for Harpsichord and a Delius organ transcription
Monday 11 February at 2.00pm and 7.00pm, and Tuesday 12 February at 8.00pm
Good Shepherd Church, 152 West 66 Street, New York, NY, USA
Jupiter Symphony conducted by Jens Nygaard
Two Pieces for Small Orchestra
(with works by CPE Bach, Viotti, R Strauss and Kodaly)
Friday 28 January
Miami, Florida
Florida Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by James Judd
The Walk to the Paradise Garden
Further performances will be given on Tuesday 1 February (Fort Lauderdale) and
on Wednesday 2 February (West Palm Beach)
(further details to be announced)
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Thursday 3 February at 7.15pm (please note corrected date)
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING
British Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London W1
Paul Guinery introduces more historic Delius archive recordings
Saturday 4 March
DELIUS SOCIETY (MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING
Sue and Roger Cotton, 50 Broadgate, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 2FW
(Members wishing to attend please notify Richard Kitching,‘Ravensdale’, 41
Bullhurst Lane, Weston Underwood, Derby DE6 4PA, tel: 01335 360798, by 12
February)
‘Korngold – the last prodigy’
Brian Radford
Thursday 9 March at 7.30pm
Morpeth Town Hall
Visions of Norway Festival
Morpeth Music Society
Coull Quartet
String Quartet (1916)
Tuesday 21 March at 7.15pm
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING
British Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London W1
‘A Delius Miscellany’ presented by Robert Threlfall
Saturday 25 March (timing to be announced)
DELIUS SOCIETY (WEST OF ENGLAND BRANCH) MEETING
(venue to be announced)
Robert Montgomery of the Delius Trust will give a talk on copyright in relation to
music, with particular reference to Delius
Thursday 28 March at 7.30pm
Congregational Hall, Castlegate
Visions of Norway Festival
Nottingham Music Society
Coull Quartet
String Quartet (1916)
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Tuesday 1 February at 7.30pm
Congregational Hall, Castlegate
Nottingham Music Society
Tasmin Little (violin) and John Lenehan (piano)
A work by Delius
(with works by Beethoven, Fauré, Brahms, Janáček and Tchaikovsky)
Thursday 6 to Saturday 8 April
40th ANNUAL DELIUS FESTIVAL
The Delius Association of Florida
Jacksonville, Florida
The programme will include a Friday Musicale recital by Nora Sirbaugh (mezzosoprano) and Stephen Peet (piano)
(further details to be announced)
Saturday 8 April at 7.30pm
Westborough Methodist Church, Scarborough
The Scarborough Orchestra, conducted by Geoffrey Emerson
Paris
(with works by Schumann, Mozart and Gershwin)
Saturday 8 April at 7.30pm
St Alkmund’s Parish Church, Duffield
The Ionian Singers, Musical Director Timothy Salter
Part Songs
Sunday 9 April at 3.00 pm
DELIUS SOCIETY (PHILADELPHIA BRANCH) MEETING
The Episcopal Church of St Paul, East Oakland Avenue at Pine Street,
Doylestown, PA, USA
English Music for Voice and Guitar
Tamara Matthews (soprano) and Allen Krantz (guitar)
Dance for Harpsichord
Waltz (No 3 of Five Pieces for Piano)
Serenade from Hassan
(Guitar transcriptions by Allen Krantz)
(with works by Dowland, Britten and Lennox Berkeley)
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Saturday 15 April
DELIUS SOCIETY (MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING
‘Ravensdale’, 41 Bullhurst Lane, Weston Underwood, Derby DE6 4PA
(Members wishing to attend please notify Richard Kitching at the above address,
tel: 01335 360798, by 1 April)
‘Nothing so Charming as Musick’ – an illustrated talk on the life of Frederic
Austin, singer, composer, teacher, and friend of Delius
Martin Lee-Browne
Tuesday 18 April at 7.15pm
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING
British Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London W1
‘Frank Bridge – a man of all seasons’ presented by John Bishop
Saturday 13 May
DELIUS SOCIETY (MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING
‘Ravensdale’, 41 Bullhurst Lane, Weston Underwood, Derby DE6 4PA
(Please apply for tickets to Richard Kitching at the above address, tel.: 01335
360798, by 15 April. The price of tickets – to include champagne and petits fours
– will be announced later)
‘Millennium Special’
Song Recital by Nora Sirbaugh (mezzo-soprano) and Roger Buckley (piano)
Friday 26 May at 7.30pm
(venue not specified)
Visions of Norway Festival
St Edmundsbury Festival
Coull Quartet
String Quartet
(Another programme featuring the same artists and work will take place at a
later date at Warwick University; further details to be announced)
Another date in May
Nottingham Music Society
Coull Quartet
String Quartet
(further details to be announced)
Sunday 14 May (opening night)
Kiel Opera, Kiel, Germany
Fennimore and Gerda
(also Bluebeard’s Castle, Bartók)
(further details to be announced)
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Saturday 27 May (date to be confirmed, and timing to be announced)
DELIUS SOCIETY (WEST OF ENGLAND BRANCH) MEETING
(venue to be announced)
‘Historic Delius Archive Recordings’
Paul Guinery
Saturday 3 June
DELIUS SOCIETY AGM AND LUNCHEON
Venue and details to be announced; see January 2000 Newsletter
Saturday 10 June at 3.00pm
Ecclesfield School, Duffield
Artists: John Gough and Sally Bottomley
On Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring
Tuesday 22 August
HEREFORD THREE CHOIRS FESTIVAL
James Oxley, tenor; Caroline Dowdle, piano
Song Recital, to include works by Delius
(with works by Britten, Bridge, Debussy and Schubert)
Thursday 12 October at 7.30pm
Royal Festival Hall, London
London Choral Society (augmented) and New London Orchestra, conducted by
Ronald Corp, soloist Paul Whelan (baritone); details of other soloists to follow
A Mass of Life
2001
1-6 May
GALA FESTIVAL (the 41st Annual Delius Festival)
The Delius Association of Florida
Jacksonville, Florida
(further details to be announced)
Saturday 18 to Monday 20 August
DELIUS SOCIETY AGM WEEKEND
Hatherley Manor Hotel, near Gloucester
(further details to follow)
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Sunday 19 August
GLOUCESTER THREE CHOIRS FESTIVAL
Conductor: Sir Charles Mackerras (other artists to be announced)
A Mass of Life

Please note that further details of Delius Society events (only) may be
obtained from Programme Secretary Brian Radford, 21 Cobthorne Drive,
Allestree, Derby DE22 2SY (telephone: 01332 552019)
Details of Delius Society (Midland Branch) events (only), may be obtained from
Midlands Branch Chairman Richard Kitching, Ravensdale, 41 Bullhurst Lane,
Weston Underwood, Ashbourne, Derby DE6 4PA
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